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The aim of this
control of the
reheating furnace
control techniques.
its performance is
the Bottom Beating
purposes. The model
of such a nature
related to zone

ABSTRACT

dissert.ation is
Bottom Heating

through the

to investigate improved
Zone of a steel slab

use of digital adaptive
An existing algorithm is applied and
evaluated. A mfithematical model of

developed for simulationZone is
is based on an energy balance and is
that itc parameters are directly

characteristics. Experimental work to
validate and fine tune the model is discussed. A robust
PI adaptive controller design is thoroughly tested by
means of simUlation using the model~ The results show
that the controller performs well und~r all the test
conditions and it is concluded that this design could be
used with a fair amount of confidence on the real
furnace.
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction

1.1 Background

The
Works

furnace at the 1scor Vanderbijlpark steelreheating
is part of the

1.1
Mills North. It is calledHot

shows a block diagram of theFurnace Two. Figure
Hotmill. There are
Mills North that

three reheating furnaces in the Hot
supply the Roughing Mill :'I'it:hheated

slabs.
width.

Hert the slabs are reduced in thickness and
From th~ roughing mill the partially rolled steel
the 6-Stand which reduces the thickness of theenters

steel to
thickness
the steel

a predefined setting in six stages. The
usually being less than one centimeter. On~e
has gone through the 6-stand it is coiled by

one of the two coilers.

I I I
IFurnace I lFurnacel

1 I I 2 ,

I I
IFurnace I

3 I

I I r
ICoilerl / 16-Standl / IRoughing I I V
11 & 2 I<.1 I<.1 Mill I<

\ \ \

V V
.' f ~". f. ~ ~ -, ' .. ' •••• ~ " ;, ~' • ",'

Fig 1.1 Block Diagram of the Hotmill

The furnace consists of five temperature zones which are
con~rolled separately. Each temperature zone has between
two and four controllers.. Two controllers always control
the ..tir and gas flow of each zone. The top zones have
another two controllers which have a protective
function. They influence the system once the roof or
slab temperatures become too high. There are three more

-1 ......
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controllers that are responsible for controlling the
main gas line preseure, the main air line pressu~e and
the inside furnace pressure. The soak zone is split into
two ~ones from a control point of view. The furnace
therefore has approximately twenty three controllers.

Once all the cont~ollers are tuned properly the fUrnace
operates well. However, the ~urnace's parameters change
with time and the temperature of the various zones in
the furnace start oscillating. This occurs within a week
and typically the technicians have to retune various
control loops twice a week. Because of this
unsatisfactory state of affairs, an investigation into
the role that adaptive control techniques might play in
alleviating the problem with the existing control system
is of interest$

This projec·t therefo't"e attempts to improve the control
of the furnace. Alt.houqh many different approaches could
be tried, it was decided to investigate digital adaptive
control because:

(i) a semina.r on ~daptive control was

(iii)

presented at Iscor whi~h claimed promising
results.
the control problems displayed by the
furnace are most probably due to changes
in its characteristics which would make
~daptive control inherently suit~ble.
I wanted -to get a deeper insight into
adaptive control.

(ii)

The furnace operates for months before a shubdown is
necessary. During this time Bornecharacteristics OlE the
furnace chang& e.g. piston, valve, transmitter or burner
chara.oteri.stics. After monitoring the furnace for (1 few
weeks it was found that the B'ottomBeating Zone walSthe
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one whose controller had to be retuned more often than
any other zone. It was therefore decioed that the Bottom
Heating Zone was the critical one. This research
therefore concentrates on the Bottom Heat Zone.

The aim of this investigation is not to develop
lo~-level adaptive controller theory but rather to apply
d suitable existing algorithm and evaluate its
perforroance. In order to evaIuz~:~the controller design
a good model of the Bottom Heating Zone is required. A
large part of this thesis therefore concentrates on the
deveIcpment;of such a model.

1.2 Overview of the Dissertation

Chapter Two provides a statement of the problem and
describes the control system in detail.

The development of a model of the fUrnace is covered in
Chapter Three. In order to model the furnace, real data
had to be logged. An IBM PC compatible machine with a
sixteen channel Analogue to Digital (AID) converter card
was used two achieve this. The relevant software for the
logging and graphical representation of the data was
also developed. Various input tests were performed so
that the furnace could be characterized. Finally an
energy balance in conjunction with test results was used
to derive the model.

Chapter covers the adaptive controller. ItFour
describes the derivat.ion of the algorithm in the review
section. The actual implementation of this algorithm on
an IBM AT compatible computer using a Turbo Pascal
program is presented in the last part of this chapter.

Finally the designed adaptive Controller was tested on

--~--------------~------------------~-~-------
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the model via a computer simulation. Chapte~ Five covers
thjs aspect of the project.

Chap~e~ Six rounds
oonclusion. Here all
briefly discussed~

off the dissertation with a
the results of the thesis are

,
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CHAPTER 2 statement of the Problem

This chapter describes the reheating fUrnace and its
control system in detail. The problema experienced
during operation are discussed and s~ope and purpose of
the research project are defined.

2.1 Description of the Furnace

The reheating furn.::A.ceis situated i.':1the North Works at
the Iscer Vanderbijlpark Steel Works. It is part of the
Hotmil1~ North. There are three reheating furnaces in
tota, but this investigation is confined to Furnace
Two.

not normally
direct hot

and remove

possible to achieve one hundred
rolling of steel slabs. In order to

surface defects the slab has to be

It is
percent
detect
cooled down. The temperature of the slab on leaving the
continuous casting process is also too low for immediate
hot rolling. A reheating furnace is t.het"eforenecessary
in a Hot strip Mill.

Top ~Preheating
Zon~

Top
Heatin9
Zone

Soak Zone
'Bottom
Heating

Bottom
Preheating
Zone l

Fig. 2.1 J2i.agt'g of :lRehef\tingFurnace
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Furnace Two (see figure 2.1> is of the pt'.shertype. The
slabs are put side by side on a skid and then pushed
through via a Tnechanical pusher. The furnace is
therefore char~ed by J lshing in one slab after the
other.

It consists of five zones namely: Bottom ~reheat (BP),
Top Preheat l~n~! 'Bottom Beating (BB), Top Beating (TH)
and th~ Soak ~one (SZ). For control purposes the Soak
Zone is divided into two; Soak Zone West ana.Soak Zone
East.

°c

1250 ~~;~~:~7.=~~==:::::===='-=-~:~~~~~=
1000

./
./

/'

750

500

./'"
250

~/

.,/

0 I
100 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10 0

% of r10vement
(1) Combustion Gas Temp~rature
(2) Wall and Roof Temperature
(3) Slab Surface Temperature

(4) Middle of Block
(5) Temp~rature Transfer

Fig. 2.2 Temperature Distributions within the Furnace·

Heat transfer within the fUrnace chamber occurs as
radiation and nonvection to the slab surface and
conduction within the slab. Most energy is consumed by

I
6
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are heated up from
The next 1.argest

zones which heat up

t:i"llepreheating zones where the slabs
ambient temperature to t900·C.
cO~Rumers of energy are the heating
the slab to ±1150·c. The soak zones ensure an even
temperature of ±1200·C throughout the slab. Fahien
(1983) describe~ the varIous temperatures with~.n the
furnace and the temperature distribution within the
slabs throughout the furnace. Fi9ur~ 2.2 and 2.3 show
these teILlperaturedistributions.
·c

1.300
tic

J.300
1200
1100
900
8CO

(1) Preheating Zone
(2) Heating Zon~
(3) Beating to Soak

Zone
{4) Soak Zone
(5) Exit Soak Zo"e

I
I!--- S.~------,-:~~-::-::-----

-_ ......i.--

l-

1200

700

1100
900
800
-,00

:::1<L::> :::
Sur ace Midale Sur ace
of Blonk of Bloc of Block

Within the furnace the primary sour?e of heat are the
bt~rl1el"s.ThE'!Y art; respcnsible for the combustion of the
nir and the coke oven gas. T!le exhaust gases are sent
through a heat recupe~ator to preheat combustion air
before th~y leave the furnpce via the stack.

A detail~d diagram of the control system of the furnace
is given in Appendix A. "the original design of the
furnace also allowed the burning of oil and steam.
However, this option has b&coIne redunda:...*',.

()
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The SZ, TH and TP zones measure three temperatures each,
n~mely zone t~mperature, rcof temperature and slab
temperature. Thermocouples are used to measure the zone
and roof temperatures. For backup purposes two
thermocouples are installed for each measurement. The
operator can switch from one thermocouple to the oth;';'!r
if he suspects a fault and the~ehy compare them against
each other.

The roof temperature is monitored for protection of the
furnace. The zvne temperature is the measured variable
for the temperature controller whose output is fed into
a low oigna1 selector. This gelector also r~ceives the
signals 'of the roof and slab temperature controllersc
Should either the roof or the slab temperature sensor
detect a dangerously high temperature, this selector
will switch over to the correct controller which is set
in such a way that it will react immediately by cutting
the air and gas flows to prevent any damage.

The slab temperature is measured by a pyrometer. This
temperature measurement is not accurate because of
reflections within the furnace and can thus only be used
for protection purposes. The BU and BP zones only
measure the zone temperatures.

It was previously mentioned that the exhaust gases are
passed through a recuperator before leaving the system
via the stack~ The recuperator has to be monitored so
that. it does not become too hot. Its temperature is
monitored using several thermocouples. Whenever the
temperature becomes too high, cold air is blown into the
e¥haust gas in order to cool it down. The exhaust gas
temperature is measured inside the stack so that the
efficiency of the recuperator can be estimated. The
recuperator heats up the air for the burners located in
the TP, BP, Ta and Ba aonea co about 400·C. Th:',sis done

o 4
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to co....serve energy. The air pressure inside the pipes
feeding the above mentioned burners is also controlled.

The soak zones are fed with air at &mbient temperature.
The pressure in this system is controlled &eparately.
The gas pressure in the main gas line is also controlled
by et anotihe.r control loop. In or6.erto pl;',,,ventthe
cold outside air from entering the furnace the internal
pressure is controlled at slightly a~ove atmospheric
pressure.

The Bottom Heating zone was chosen as critical for this
project because it presented the most difficulties.
According to' the plant technicians the BH zone
temperature cycled more often than any of the other
zones and that its controllers were the most difficult
to tunee It was thus decided to work on this zone first.
~esearch findings and experience gained could then be
applied to the other zones.

Appendix B shows a det~iled control diagram of the BH
zone. As previously mentioned, steam and oil are no
longer used and can be ignored. Figure 2.4 shows a
simplified diagram of the control setup. The temperature
controlle~ can receive its setpoint from either the
mainframe coordinating computer or from the operator via
the front panel of the controller. The measured variable
is sent to the corrt.rolIer via one of the two
thermocouples. The reason for having two th~rmocouples
is that the one backs up the other. The operator can
switch between
then sent to
presl;lure signal
the gas line.

the two. The output of the controller is
a current to pressure converter. The

th~n operates on'the butterfly valve in
The piston together with the valve

displays a linear response.

The second control loop regulates the air flow. Thi$
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Temp.
Contr.

Computer Setpoint

Manual Setpoint I

Air
contr·1

rGas
Hot

;-----1 Air
Compensation

Fig 2.4 control Diagram of Bottom Heating ZOne

con.troller receives its setpoi.ntfrom the ratio station
which is set to a fixed ratio. The ratio station in tu~n
receives the gas flow signal via the flow sensor. This
sensor consists of a venturi tube together with a

u
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Computer Setpoint

Manual Setpoint J

1o

Temp.
contr.

()

Air l

iGas
Hot

1-----1 Air
Compensation

Fig 2.4 Control Diagram q:fBottom Heating Zone

cortroller receives its setpoint :from the ratio station
which is set to a fixed ratio. The ratio station in turn
receives the gas flow signal via the flow sensor. This
sensor consistll of a venturi tube together wl::'h a

•• , ..... ", '~.<o't""'. ' .......... ~,.,. .... ~~ "'~

• .. .~ .' .' 4' " .. • it
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Differential Pressure (DP) cell. Root extraction is
performed on the signal before it is fed to the ratio
station. The measuree variable in this loop is the air
flow. The controller receives this measurement from the
mass flow computer which compensates for the hct air
temperature. The air flow sensor in this cas~ is an
orifice plate in conjuncb Lcn with a DP cell. The output
of the controller is then again sent to the butterfly
valve in the air pipe via a current to pressure
converter. This time the characteristic of the valve
together with its piston is logarithmic. The original
linear response was changed to logarithmic because the
response of the air flow was very slow and reSUlted in
inefficient burning •

.I

J

I
ti
}

j
I,,
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CHAPTER 3 Modelling the Furnace

This chapter discusses the steps followed in developing
a dynamic model for the furnace. The resulting model is
then executed and evaluated us~.ng a digital computer
simulation package.

3.1 Logging Data

i

The first step in the modelling of the furnace was to
log real data. As no suitable software was available
that would function as desired with the AID converter
plug-in card for the IBM PC computer, it was necessary
to develop the necessary routines. A routine was
required that allowed the logging of all sixteen
channels for several days. The data had to be stored on
hard disk in a format that couLd be read by the later
developed graphics routine. The logging routine also had
to allow the setting of the logging interval to a
precise value. Once this software had been completed the
logging of real data was started.

u

3.1.1 Development of the Logging Software

A sixteen channel AID converter plug-in card with four
DIA channels was purchased. This card was plugged into a
portable IBM XT compatible computer. The sO.ftware that
was delivered with this card was unfortunately not
suitable. It was therefore necessary to develop the
required routines.

After looking at recorded data of the fUrnace it was
seen that the rise time of the system was about two
minutes. A sampling period of a tenth of the rise time
is usually sufficient. This would result in a twelve
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second sampling period. It was decided to log at five
second interva.ls which easily satisfied this condition.
The Nyquist criteria states that the sampling frequency
must be at least twice that of the highest frequency
signal in the system. The fUrnace is much slower than
ten seconds and the five second sampling rate therefore
comfortably satisfies the Nyquist criteria.

A program thus had to be written that would log sixteen
channels at a sampling rate of five seconds. This
program allows the user to start the logging process
after any key is depressed. It then displays the time
every five seconds so that the operators can see that
logging .is in progress and therefore do l.otinterfere.
Every hour all the data is automatically saved in one
file on the hard disk and logging 1S continued. Data can
thus be logged over twenty four hour periods and more.
Wh~n any key is depressed on the keyboard the data
logged until that instant is saved and the program
halts. The portable keyboard can be locked so that
nobody without the key can stop the logging. This
program was written in Turbo Pascal and is given in
Appendix c.

The logged data was then saved on disk. It was, however,
necessary to develop another routine that would di.splay
and print the data. This program was much more involved
than the first. Figure 3.1 shows the main menu available
and gives an indication of all its features.

Th@ user first has to enter the number of hours over
which he has logged data and the nwnber of samples taken
per hour before he reaches the main menu. Hftrehe has
the option of displayin~ all channels one at a time for
all the logged hours. Alternatively he oan choose thG
channels he wants to display and whether he wants them
all on one graph or separately" The time period that
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<1> Display ~ll Hours Maximum Range

<2> Display All Hours Autoscaled

(3) Display All Hours at Given Range

<4> Display Selected Hours Maxi.mum Range

(5) Display Selected Hours Autoscaled

<6> Display Selected Hours at GiVen Range

<C>hannel Selection

<O)verlapping Or <S>eparate Graphs

<A>ctivate Or <O>eactivate printing option?

<x> Exit Program
Fig 3.1 Main Menu ClfGraphics Routine

needs to be displayed can also be chosen.

o

Another featut'e of the program is that the uaez can
manipulate the Y-axis range. He has three options. The
first called maximum range selects the range 0 to 5030
(i.e. OmV to 5000mV). The Autoscale option first
searches through the selected channels and finds the
minimum and maximum value. If the difference between
these two is larger than 1000 these two limits become
the Y-axis minima and maxima respectively. If thil!l
differenca is smaller than 1000 the program increases it
to 1000 by adding to the maximum a calculated amount and
subtracting the same amount from the minimum. The last
option allows the user to enter the Y-axis minima and
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maxima. Here the program will automatically ignore any
value exceeding these limits"

This program automatically senses the type of screen and
allows the user to print the graphs in either draft or
high resolution quality. A separate procedure that would
read the screen pixel by pixel and then fire the printer
needles directly had to be developed because the DOS
graphic's program only allC"wti the graphics dcreen
printing on a eGA screen. However, a Hercules 9raph~cs
card with a monochrome screen was used for this project.

When all
separately

channels are selected to be displayed
the program gen(rates the correct headings.

all other cases the user can choose theHowever, in
heading. The program generates its own file names unless
the user specifies that one hundred hours were logged in
which case it will prompt for the data filename.

i

The furnace
disturbances

characteristics such as rise time,
etc. had to be det.ernu.nedfrom the graphs

generated from the logged data and it was thus necessary
to program a routine with all the above features. A
printout of this program is given in Appendix D.

3.112 The Data Logging EXEE~riments

It was necessary to check the accuracy of the
instrumentation of the whole 'furnace to ensure that the
logged ~eadin9s were reliable. The fUrnace had been on
a shutdown for ma:tntenance recently and everything 'lias
therefor'e calibrated" In order to use the R.vailable
sixt~en channels most effectively it was decided to log'
the following signals:

I
1
l
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o - Soak Zone West Setpoint
1 - Soak Zone west Temperature
2 - Soak Zone East Setpoint
3 Soak Zone East Temperature
4 Top Beating Zone Setpoint
5 - Top ~eating Zone Temperature
6 - Bottom Heating Zone Setpoint
7 ...Bottom Heating Zone Temperature
8 - Top Preheating Zone sntpoint
9 Top Preheating Zone Temperature
10 Bottom Preheating Zone Setpoint
11 - Bottom Preheating Zone Temperature
12 - Furnace Pressure
13 - Main Line Coke Oven Gas Pressure
14 - Bottom Beating Zone Air Flow
15 ... Bottom Heating Zone Gas Flow

A problem occurred when connecting the AID card to the
instrumentation equipment. Al t.houql, the DC voltage

between the instrumentation equipment grounds and
ground were checked to be zero the AID card was
The fault was later found to be a 110V AC

levels
computer
damaged.
difference between the two grounds. The computer's earth
had been disconnected. Re-connecting the earth solved
the problem. After the card was repair~,d.the logging
could be continued.

Long logging sessions were run first to see if any
useful data could be logged in such a way. ~hi~ method
least affected plant ~roduction. It was, however, found
that not much could be done with this data. Only sma.ll
steps took place during this time which were too small
in relation to the disturbances. A single step in only
one zone did not occur in any of the long run sessions
and the effects of the zones on each other could
theretrre not be determined.
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Specific tests had to be run. These, however, affect
production and it was therefore necessary to wait. for a
time when these tests had the least adverse effect on
production. For this purpose the furnace had to be on
manual setpoint. Sometimes months went by before any
tests could be performed.

The duration
hour. 'During

of a typical test was in the region of one
this period the conditions had to be ideal

i.e. no interferences. This was however seldom the case
and the tests therefore had to be repeated numerO~1
tiMes before satisfactory results were obtained. The
bigger the step into the syst.,emthe better the resulting
data would be, This is due to the fact that usually the
amplitude of the noise and disturbanceiJ stays constant
and a bigger step therefore reduces the modelling error.
However, when stepping temperature setpoints great care
had to be taken to ensure that the temperature would not
become too high thus damaging the furnace.

o

It was observed that the Bottom Heating Zone was not
affected by temperature variations in the other zones.
The push rate of the sl.1bs through the furnace ~ffects
all zones. A dip in temperature could uaually be noticed
in all zones whenever a new cold slab wa~ pushed into
the furnace. Enough useful data was eventually logged to
model the Bottom Heating Z~ne of the furnace.

The first set of tests are used to establish whether a
step in one of the other furnace zones has an effect' on
the BQt,;tornHeating Zone. Subsequent tests are then
performed to characterize the Bottom Heating Zone.

3.2 Discussion )£ the Results
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2.2.1 stepping the Soak Zones

The Bottom Beating Zone is switched to manual control by
pushing the manual button on the temperature controller.
This effectively puts it into an open loop
configuration. Next both Soaking Zones are stepped by
40·C by increasing the temperature controller's setpoint
by that amount. The resulting graph is given in figure
3.2.

It is believed that the peak in the temperature of the
Top Heating Zone was caused by the ~tepping of the Soak
Zones since they are adjacent to each other. The doors
of the furnace were opened for a short period shortly'

the step but could not have caused such a large

.I

after
effect
actually
at all

on the Top Heatin9 Zone. However the zone we are
interested in, the Bottom Heating Zone, was not

affected by this step. A slab was t",';enout ,)

fift,een minutes after the start of the test. A small dip
in the Bottom Beating Zone Temperature could be seen.
The two preheating zones showed an even lar''iJerdip.
Fourteen minutes later another slab was taken out and
large dips in temperatures were noted: in all zones
accept the Bottom lIeating Zone which is not affected. !t
can therefore be concluded that the Soak Zones have a
negligible effect on the Bottom Heating Zone.

3.2.2 Stepping the Top Preheating Zone

It was possible to st~p this !,toneby a 100·C because the
steady state temperature at 'bat point was quite low.
The resulting graph is shown in Figure: .3. All other
zones show a slight dip in t~mperature which might be
due to the pressure drop in the main gas line caused by
this very large step. The drop in temperature in the
Bottom Heating Zone, however~ is so small that it can be

n
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aeglected. Twenty two minutes after the start of the
test there is another drop in temperature, larger than
the fi~Bt. This drop ia caused by a cold slab that is
pushed into the furnace at that time. From this test it
can again be concluded that the Top Preheating Zone has
a negligible effect on the Bottr)m Heatillg Zone.

3.2.3 Stepping the Botto~ Preheating Zone

The Bottom Preheating Zone is adjacent to the Bottom
Heating ?ione.Again it was possible to use a large 100·C
step. This time no temperature drop is noted in the
other zones al bnouqh the same pressure drop is noted in
the main <;:fd.S line. This suggests that the drops in
temperatures after the Top Preheating Zone was stepped
were not caused hy the main gas line pressure drop. The
Top Heating ~one again displays a peak after the step
input to the Bottom Preheating Zones. At the end of this
test, at 39 minutes, a slab is taken out and this
results in small dips in 2:one' emperatul"es. However,
this test again shows that 'theBottom Preheating Zone is
unaffected by the Bottom Heating 7.one. Figure 3.4 shows
the results of this test.

3.2.4 stepEing the TOl?Heating Zone
e If .anyof the Zones would affect the Bottom Heating Zone

one would expect it to be the Top Heating Zone, because
it is directly above. From the previous tests it can be
aeen that this zone is the one that is affected most by
all othe~ zones. Should the Top Heating Zone affect the
Bottom ~eating one would expect all these interferences
to :tilt,r through to the Bottom Heating Zone. It is
therefore important to determine the interaction between
these two aone••
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P'igure 3.5 shows the result of a 60·C step into the Top
Heating Zone. No slabs were taken in or out during this
test and it can be seen that the Bottom Heating Zone
stays at a constant temperature.

After all bheae tests it can therefore be concluded that
the Bottom Heating Zone is not noticeably effected by
any other zone.

3.2.5 'Performing a Closed Loop Test. ali the Botb ...m

Heating Zone

The results of th:i.s test can be f:l'!l,H1 ~., ~i9ure 3.6.
During the test the settings for the temparature
controller were as follows:

P

I

80%
120sec

o
D disabled

while the combustion air controller was set as follows:

p 250%
I 32sec
D disabled

A 100eC step was used a~ the test signal. The re~ults.
show that t.he gas flow incl.'easesmuch fast.er than the
air flo\olalthough they are set at a fixed ratio. The
access gas causes a black flame which is not desirable
since it indicat.es inefficient burniA'19~

The slabs inside the furnace are at their desired
temperature throughout the
inserted during the test
absorbed by a cold slab

test. No cold slabs are
and therefore no heat can be
as is the case under n~rmal
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running conditions. This explains ~~y the zone looses
temperatur.e very slowly after it is stepped down again.
The pilot flames are set too high and the gas and air
therefore stay at around 15% instead of the required 4%
which furthermore
Heating Zone can
but displays the
Zone. The open
useful ..

decreases the rate at which the Bottom
loose its heat. This test is not good
characteristics of the Bottom Heating

loop test that follows will be more

3.2.6 Performing an Open Loop Test on the Bottom Heating
Zone,

to perform an open loop test the temperature
is switched into manual by pushing the manual

the controller. The butterfly valve

In order
controller
button on
controlling the
directly from
air controller
the closed loop

coke oven gas flow can now be operated
the controller faceplate. The combustion
kept the same PID settings as it had in

test.

The gas was then stepped from about 15% to 30% of
maximum flow. There were difficulties in obtaining a
steady 30% because th~ temperature controller is of the
old type requiring a dial to be turned in order to
change the manipulated variable. After the dial is
turned the result is checked on the chart recorder. This
is more accurate than the analog display on the
controller. This is a time consuming procedure which
resulted in a faw readjustments because the g'asflow was
too high after the very first setting and would have
caused the furnace to overheat. A small peak follo~ed by
a dip in the gas flow graph is therefore seen.

The resulting
interesting to
slower than the

graph is given in figure 3.7. It is
See that the combustion air flow is much
gas. During the step-up stage the air to
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gas ratio becomes
to burn all the

so small that there is no enough air
available gas. The air flow therefore

determines the amount of heat generated by the burners
during this phase * When the gas is stepped down the air
to gas ratio exceeds one. This results in more heat
leaving the furnace via the exhaust gases than is
necessary via the unused combustion air.

This graph was used extensively in the modelling stage.
The step response displays the same characteristics as a
first order system and we th~refore generate a first
order model for the Bottom Heating Zone. All the steady
state values and the rise time were determined from this
graph and will be discussed in the following section.

3.3 Derivation of the Mathematical Model

In order to model the furnace the energy balance had to
be determined. Figure 3.8 shows the different energy
gains and losses of the Bottom Heat Zone.

Burner Hot Exhaust Gas
1--------->

r
---->1

I
------>1

1
------>1

Hot Air Bottom
Heating
Zone

Convection &
ConductionWarm Gas

>~ -J

Fig. 3.B Energies in the B9ttom ijeating Zone

Due to ~be open loop test characteristics we assume a
first order system and get the following equation:

C*dT/dt = f(a,g} - kl * T - k2 * e * Te + k3 * 9 * Tg
+ k4 * a * Ta •••~••••••~••••••••••••••••••(11
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where:

C :::total heat capacity
T = zone temperature
f(a,g) = energy generated by the burners
a z combustion air flow
g '"coke oven gas flow
e = exhaust gas flow
kl :::heat capacity of furnace walls and slabs
k2 = specific heat of the exhaust gas
k3 = specific heat of the coke oven gas
k4 ::: snecific heat of the combustion air
Te :::exhaust gas temperature
Tg ::: coke oven gas temperature
Ta :::combustion air temperature

objective now is to determine all the constants so
an equation involving three variables namely, at g
can be obtained.

The
that
and T

The three temperatures Te, Tg and Ta are assumed to be
constant because they only change slightly and therefore
affect the furnace negligibly. They are as follows:

't'e ". 900·C
Tg ".3S'C
Ta = 400·C

Tn order to dete~mine the constants k~t k3 and K4 we
have to look at the chemical reactions that takes place
whan the combustion air combines with the coke oven gas
to generate heat.

Composition of Coke Oven Gas:

BII t 55.6%
CB. : 24.1's

I
/
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CO 9.4%
N2 2.8%
CO2 2.7%
C:zH .. 3.0%
C2Be 0.8%
CaHa . 0.3%.
O:;z 0.1%

Composition of Combustion Air:

N2 79%
O2 21%

Therefore the main heat generating reactions are:

B2 + 1-02--> B2O(g)
CH>\\+ 202 ._-> CO2 + 2H::z0(g)
CO + !-02 --> CO2

From the above we determine that

0.56 * 1 + 0.:~4* 1 + 0.09 * 1 = 0.890 moles of coke
oven gas

combine with.

0.56 * t + 0.24 * 2 + 0.09 * 1- = 0.805 moles of oxygen

to form

0.56 * 1 + 0.24 * (1 + 2) + 0.09 * (1) = 1.37 moles of
product

Now for each mole of oxygen we have 79/21 = 3.762 moles
of nitrogen. In the above reaction we use 0.805 moles of
oxygen and we must therefore add 0.805 * 3.762 = 3.03
moles of nitrogen. This nitrogen does not react and we

. • ~~.: .: :"'1' '. ~ .' I • \

• , • • • ' •• ,. )I<~~~~~

.t. .. "": "". .'~, '

jl
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/'

therefore find it on both sides of the reaction. This
resl..l.ltsin:

1.37 product + 3.03 nitrogen = 4.40 moles of exhaust.

Th~ composition of the exhaust gas is therefore as
follows:

(0.56 + 2 * 0,24) I 4.40 * 100 = 24% H:;zO

(0.24 + 0.09) I 4.40 *100 = 8% cO2.
3.03 I 4.40 '* 100 = 69% N2

0.56 * 0.306 + 0.24 * 0.372 + 0.09 * 0.311 + 0.03
* 0.311 + 0.03 * 0.387 + 0.03 + 0.444 + 0.01 * 0.532
= 0.328

,P We can now determine k1 k3 and k4. The specific heats
for the various compounds and elements are given in
Appendix E.

0.24 * 0.403 + 0.08 * 0.525 + 0.69 * 0.331 = 0.367
~> k2 =~36" kcal/m3·C

And k4 = o. 318 kca1.~m3·C

The next step is to express the exhaust gas flow e in
terms of a and g. From previous calculations we know:
0.890 moles gas + 0.805 moles oxygen ---> 1.37 moles
product

-> e ... 0.808 'Ie (g + n QOS I 0.890 * 9)
+ (a - 0.805 u.890 * 9)

---> 1.695 moles in result in 1.37 moles out
---> Ratio = 1.37 / 1695 = 0.808
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1.,.11 IT! ]

====--=> e = 0.634 * 9 ,+ a

calorific

to find a func~ion that describes the heat
the burners as a function ~f a and g. Th~

value of the coke over.gas is 4395 kcalim3•

We now have
generation of

Assuming a surplus of oxygen \>7eget:

£(a,g) = 4395 * 9

If there is.will determine
case 'ile get:

not enough oxyger the combustion air flow
ho\';'much of the gas is burned. In this

f(a,g) = 4~95 * (0.21 * a * 0.890 / 0.805) = 102Q ~ a

The cri~ical air to gas ratio at which there is just
enough air to burn all the available gas is as follows:

RQr~t = 0.805 I 0.890 / 0.21 = 4.307

=====-> for (a j_ g) ~ 4. 307 f (a ,9 ) = 4395 * 9
& for (a / g) < 4.30; f(a,9) = 1020~

substituting the above constants we can now rewrite
equation (ll as follows:

c * dT/dt = £(a,9) - k1 * T - 0.367 * (0.6~4 * 9 + a )
* 900 + 0.328 * 9 * 35 + 0.318 * a * 400

•••••••• ~, ••• $(2)

The above equation would hold if the furnace displayed
linear characteristics from O·C to 1400·C. This is,
however I not the case ~ The furnace displays lineal'
characteriatics in its normal operating range from about
1100·c to about 1250·C. We therefore add an offset of
Ko~~ to the temperature. Therefore actual zone
temperature is KQ~~ + T~ We can determine two steady



The other steady state that we
minute mark on the same graph.
follows:

will use is at the 6
The values are as

st/lAte conditions from the open loop teEt grapn. The
first is at the 24 minutes interval. At that instant we
obtain t.he f01';,ring values:

T.1'•• = 1179·C
g3.....:: 0.521 m3/s
a3, .... :: 2.719 m3/s

-1'2._ = 1129·c
9~... :: 0.264 m3/s
a2... ;:: 1.228 m3/s

When the system is in s~eavy s~~te condition the dT/dt
term is equal to zero.

==-> kl * T1 = fm_(a •• ,g~~) - 0.367 * (0.634
* g•• + a •• ) * 900 + 0.328 * g••
* 35 + 0.318 * a•• * 400

Now solving f~r the first steady state condition:

a3.••/g1•• = ~.~19 which is gleat~r than 4.307
---> f •• = 4395 * o.r21 = 2289.80 kcal'·Cs

----> k1 = 1634.44 I T1 kcal/s

Now because of To~~ we have:

--> k1 >= 1634.44 I (1179 ... To.:tud kcal/s ••••••••• (3)

Similarly f(,l' the second steady stat~ we get:
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kl = 858.62 I (1129 - To~~) kcal/a ••••••••• (4)

Equating (3)~nd 1.4) and solving for To.~:

_> T"",e:e = (1634.44*112:) - 858.62.1(1179) I (1634. 44-
- 858.(2)

We thE:refore choose T...;iljf = 1075·C which is a "nice"
number.

Using equation (3) we get:

k1 = 15.716 kcal/a

The last constant. chat still has to be determin/~d is C.

We can simplify our equation as follows:

C/k1 dT/dt + T = constant

_" C'/kl = t where t is the time constant

, can be read off the open loop test graph as 92
seconlis.

----> C = 92 * 15.716
,~r '

ti: ----> C ~ 14~5.87 kcal

The re.vlting model of the bottom heating zon~ is thus
as follows:

where T is IBO!V',:{ PY

,
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dT/dt - (£(8.,9)- 15.716 'It T - 197.93 'It 9 - 203.1 ~
1445.87

whet"e r I
I 4395 * 9 fol' (a / g) (! 4.307 I

f(a,g) = < I
1020 'It a for (a. / g) < 4.307 I

L- _)

In order
that will

to evaluate the model a program is required
run the model r generate graphs and print the

3.4 Eval~atin9 the Derived Model

result$. The University of the Witwatersrand supplied me
with some short pascal routines that supplied the basic
building blocks to~' the simulation. A slightly changed
version of the graphics routine developed for the
logging part of the thes~s was incorporated iuto the
simulation routine. A printout of the simulation
routines can be found in AppEmdix F.

o

fl~ o

Figure 3.9 shows the real plant response to a step
against the model generated output to the same magnitude
step. The 9raph~ showing perfectly straight lines are
the model graphs and the ones with fuzzy lines are the
plant graphs. The bottom two graphs are the air and gas
flow and the top graph is the zone temperature.

The plant graph displays a slight overshoot before it
settles to the same value as the calculated model
output. Since our assumption was that tne furnace can be
modelled adequately by a first order sy~tem, we do not
see any overshoot 1 the modeJ's response. Howev~r, the
model dinplays the same rise time of 92 seconds.

During the step down phase the model is faster at the
I
j

10.1
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Figure 3.9 shows that the ai);"flow curve of the model
does not fit the one from the plant at all. The reason
for this is that one could only step the gas flow on the
plant while the air flow had to stay in automatic mode.

-3'7-

end of the step. In the section on the open loop test it
was explained that the pilot flames were incorrectly set
and therefore the furnace only cools very slowly at the
end of the step. In addition it was found that the
furnace does not display the same rise times when
stepped up and down. We can therefore conclude that the
furnace has some non linear characteristics. Taking
everything into account until this point we can resolve
that the ah0ve model is a good one.

When
both

deriving the mathematical model it was assumed that
gas and air were stepped. The graphs in figure 3.9
that in such a case the model would be excellent.prove

However, we are wDrking here on a real furnace whose
input air flow curve resembles a ramp );"atherthan a
step. Figure 3.10 sho~s the result when the derived
model is subjected to air and gas flow curves similar to
those of the fUrnace during the logging stage~

~omparing the two graphs we see three important
differences. The rise time of the new response is 166
seconds which is considerably larger than 92 seconds.
The reason for the larger rise time is that in the
b~9inning of the step the air to gas ratio is below the
relluired value of 4.307. There is excess gas that cannot
combust due to an oxygen deficiency. The heat generation
is therefore govel'ned by the air flow input curve until
this ratio is above 4.307 again. The air flow curve
resembles a ramp rather than a step and thus results in
a longer rise time.

The second important feature is that the step down part.
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ratio becomes extremely large which results in a
amount of air being heated up to 900·C and then

the Bottom Heating Zonev The air is therefore
the fur.nace and results in a faster cooling

of the response looks·even worse than before. This again
is due to the air flow. Again a large section of the
step down curve of the air flow is a ::amp.Bere the air
to gas
large
leaving
cooling
curve for the model.

The third feature is that the model temperature curve
displays a slight overshoot. This suggests tha.twe are
introduoing second order characteristics by treating the
air and gas flows separately. However, when inspecting
the model more closely, th1s overshoot can be explained.
The air t.ogas ratio at a point after the step when all
curves ha~e stabilized is 5.22. Since the gas has long
stabilized and the air is still busy ramping the burners
actually exceed the ideal air to gas ratio of 4.30'. At
that 'point the Bottom Heat Zone will reach its hl.ghest
temperature. The Zone is, however, controlled at a
nsafer" ratio to ensure that the least amount of gas is
wasted. The temperature must therefor ~ecrease again as
the air to gas ratio reaches the value of 5.22.

If we want to improve the model's step up response we
will have to red~ce the rise time to something closer to
the initial 92 seconds. The heat capauity C of the
Bottom Heating Zone is directly related to the rise
time. In figure 3.11 we can ~ee the respon~e to our
input curves where the C constant of the model has been
changed to 800 Kcal. The resultant rise time is 110
seconds which is much closer to the furnaces 92 second~.

However, this improvement
cost of an even greater
dropping temperature in the
The slope of the F&vdelf s

of the rise time is at the
overshoot and an even faster
step down phase of the test.

step down curve is now
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previously.

between. the above two n!odelshad to be
3.12 show~ the response rf a model with C

Kcal to the same input.':1&$ and air curves
The rise time o~ the calculated

considerably larger even in the beginning of the down
step.

A compromise
found. Figure
equal to 1100
as

We there' ~ conclude this chapter by noting that our
model only models the Bottom Heating Zone approximately.
However, th~ modal is still useful since it displays
very similar oharacteristics to the real furnaoe. What
makes this model special is that all variables and
oonstanta in equation (2) have a physical meaning. This
is import, for the later part of this disse1(tation
when dis~' aces and changes to the fUrnace will have
to be simulated in order to test the adaptive
controllar.

temperature curve is n~w 129 seconds. The overshoot is
smaller again and the step down charaoteristics are
closer to tt~ aotual furnace·s than the ones in figure
3.11.
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II CHAPTER 4 The Adaptive Controller

This chapter describes the adaptive controller that is
used in this dissertation. It explains the theory behind
its design and implem~ntation on an IBM PC compatible
using Turbo Pascal.

The adaptive controller described in this chapter has
been developed by MacLeod and Bergesen (1988). Further
modifications by MacLeod resulted in the final version
for this dissertation.

4.1 Review of Theory

A new operator called the Delta or p operator is used.
The reason for this is that the q operator and its z
transform do not handle fast sampling very well. Under
fast sampling unstable zeros are generated using that
methQd. However, introducing the p operator solves this
problem. It is defined as follows:

p = g - 1
T

Another advantage
sampling rates it
exact continuous
plant models.

of the delta operator iA that at high
gives a close corr~lation between

and exact discrete transfer function

where q is the usual shift operator and T is the
sampling interval.

The transform corresponding to the delta operator is
called the r-transform. Figure 4.1 shows the stability
region in the r ..tra'lsform. We should nobe that as T
approaches zero i.e. very fast sampling, the left hand
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Fig. 4.1 stability Region in the r-Transforro

plane becomes the stability zone which is then the same
as in the Laplace transform.

The first step in designing the adaptive controller is
the development of an estimator. A robust estimator
structure is used. We start of with the general equation

A(p)y<kt) = B(p)u(kt) + V(kt)

For convenience we drop the arguments

---> Ay : Bu + V

In order to include measurable deterministic
disturbances and measurable random disturbances we get

Ay '" Bu -t. Fz + d + V •••••••• v ••••••••••••••••••• ( 5 )

where
A a ao + 81P + aap2+
B - bo + b1P + b2p2+

••••• 0 .. '. II ••••

••• Ii • Ii •• Ii ......

• . 4. ".... • '.

j
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u = £0 + £1P + f2p~+ •••••••••••••+ p~
z = measurable random disturbance signal
d = measurable deterministic disturbance signal
V = modelling error and noise

The measured disturbance signal z is used to develop an
adaptive feed forward block and the measurable
deterministic disturbance signal is used to model known
waveforms •
.The deterministic disturbance d is described by

Dd := 0

where D is called the deterministic disturballce nulling
polynomial and is repre.gentad by

In order to eliminate the deterministic disturbance d we
multiply equation (5) by o.
---> AOy := BOu + FOz + OV

but 0 has roots on the stability boundary and wou lc, t.hua
result in amplifying the noise V at high frequencies and
we therefore use

0' >II P + E

Now dividing through by 0' results in

1M! y '=' an u + IfD z + .Q V ( {\ )
0' D' 0' O·

Note L!
D' = -g;12--:r

p + e which is effectively a High Pass Filter

i
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We also band limit .the estimated model by introducing
the Low Pass Filter

This filter is used to filter the u, y, z and· signals
to eliminate the high frequency component.s , Equation (6)
thus becomes

AD Y =. DrE BD u + PO z + _Q_ V
DYE D'E G E

We now define the output of the high pass filtel' as y'.

And reuefi .iug t~~ low pass filtered signals as follows

AY:I!= BU:I!+ FZ:I!+ V:I!•••••• ~••••••••••••• (7)

Y:I! = D/(D'E) Y
U:I!.. D/(O'E) U

Z:I!:: D/(D'E·) z
V.:e ::: D/(D'E) V

we get the filtered model

Adding EY:I!to both sides gives

Ignoril'lg the no Lae term V:I!we can generate a standard
re9res~ion for y'(k) as follows:

.-> y' :0: (E - A) 1':I! + Bu.t!+ FZ:I!+ V:I!
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y'(k) = t(k-l)T • T(k)

where

t(k-l)T ,. [y~(k), •••pn~1y~(k)/u~(k), •••pmu~(k)rz~(k), •••~~z~(k)]
't'(lI;) '" [eO-aO,e1-a1r'" ,e...._1-an_1,bo •• ,'};'m,ft.,o ••• f ,]

The above equation can be realized using a recursire
least squares algorithm.

Good recursive estimation relies heavi lyon nufficit'nt
excitation of u. As this is not always posl3iblo a
relative deadzone function is used that ensures t!at
parameters are only updated if u has sufficient;,ly
changed. The fUk'lctionis as follows:

r
I e-g if e > 9

f(g,e) :: < 0 if l e l ;!; 9

e+g if e s -g
L-

The relative dead zone is no~ developed to vary the ~ize.
of g. The function mCk) is defined as follows:

m(k)

whElrEl
PotE (0,1)

no ~ 0;
!h. a 0;

n:a ~ Ot
$1:., ~ 0;
mo l 0;

and choose po e (Pol,l) and m(O) ,.mo
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so that

:n~(k): s m(k) for all k

m(k) therefore low pass filters the process input and
output signals. It must be larger than the noise term
n~(k) •

For a unity gain deadzone filt~r m(k) becomes

m(k) = pom(k-l) + (l-po)lno + n~:u'(k-l): + n~:y'(k-l):
+ !b: z ' (k-l) I I

The deadzone can then be implemented as follows:

where n4 > 0 and p e (0,1)

We therefore defi'~e the magnitude function a(k) as
follows:

a t k) :; <
p • f(e(k);Pm(k»/6(k) otherwise

L..

We can now write down the RLS algorithm in two stages in
recursive form as follows:

(8 )

t(k) = t(k-l) + a(k) • r(k-2)t(k-l)
~(k-l)~P(k-2)t(k-l~ + 1

P(k-l) = P(k-2) - a(k) • P(k-2)t(k-l)t(k-l)~p(k-2)
to·..-1)'1'P(k-2)t(k-l) + 1

• e(k)

(9 )

We have now defined the robust estimator by equations
(a) and ( 9) • The above RLS algorithm is numerically
implemented by using the ODUT factorization proposed
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by Biermann which is mqre robust.

The robust controller design muat, now be performed. An
explicit closed loop pole assignment algor:i··..hm is used.
The design is made robust by:

(i) not cancelling the open loop zeros.
(iU providing for the nulling of deterministic

disturbances as well as deterministic setpoint
tracking ..

(iii) checking whether any of the estilnated plant
parameters are zero which would not allow a
solution of the pole placement equations under
norMal conditions.

We start of by assuming that setpoint y* satisfies a
model of the form

5y* = 0

where S is a monic polynomial of degree Ps and has
roots on the stabil ity bou-idary ,

where
L = 10 + I1P + ••• + p~
D = deterministic nu!ling

previously
p = po + p~p + ••• ~ p.
G = 90 + 91P + ••• + p.

F~lynomial as defined

By the Internal Model Principle the control law is

~/ ."':3• U := Py * - Gy

Now, set L' = LDS and P = G

-=--) Ltv" Pe oe , o ••• II ••• (lO)
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where e = (y* - y)

Furthermore

y/y* = Gc:r:.(p)

where

r

where A* is
polynomial.
calculated by

the desired closed loop characteristic
The appropriate cont~oller is therefore
solving equation (11) for a given A*.

from the above equation we can see that the closed loop
poles are given by

L'A + PB = A* - "••••••••••••••••• "•••••• (11)

The next st~p in the design is to include a feed forward
component illthe control signal •

..... > u = U1 - liz .. _• " .,..• it ••• ' QI •• I) (12 )

where
B is some desired feed forward transfer function
Z is t.he measured plant disturbance
u' is the control input signal derived from teedback

ADy • BDu + FDz + ADV

Now using

and multiplying through by LS

.-n) AOLSy = BDLSu + FDLSz t ADLSV
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Now, $ince ADLS = A* - BP
and DLSu = P(y*-y)

(using equation (10»
(using equation (11»
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we get the following by substituting into equation (12)

A*y .:BPy* + OLS(F - BH)z + ADLSV

From the above equation we can see that in order to null
the disturbance signal through feed forward we have to
chpose

H.: _L
BD.1.

where 0:1, is some stable polynomial to make H proper.

The above statement would constrain the polynomial B(p)
to be stable. We therefore factorize B as follows

where B· represents all the zeros inside the stability
zone and B- represents all zeros outside the stability
zone or zeros corresponding to poorly damped or
olacillatory modes. We can therefore design t.he feed
forward transfer function by

whioh will ensure a stable
should be noted that this
perfect disturbance rejection

control signal
design will

when B-<>O.

response. It
not, display

••• Il s." ••••••• (13)
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4.2 Presentation of Algorithm

The above mentioned algorithm is implemented on an IBM
AT compatible computer using a procedure written in
Turbo Pascal. A listing of this procedure is given in
Appendix G. The main procedure is called "adaptive
controller". In its parameter list it expects the
manipulated variable. The adaptive controller routine is
called by the simulat.ionprogram that was described in
th~ previous chapter.

The adaptive controller procedure is divided into three
main sub-procedures. They are called apconl, apcon2 and
PIDalg. At this point it should be noted that the
procedure apconO is also part of the adapt.Lve
controller. It is only called once to initialize all the
controller variables and therefore is called by the
simulation
controller".

pro';3ram and not by procedure "adaptive
c

Apconl implements the time critical part t)fthe adaptive
contr~ller design. It uses the results from th~ previous
apcon2 calculation. Once apconl has finished its
calculations, it returns the three PID constants to
procedure adaptive controller. Internally it uses
procedure dead to calculate the dead zone non-linearity.
The results are then uted by RLSl which uses the
previously calculated Kalman gains to comput.ethe new
parameter estimates. In the last part of the procedure

"

the actual PID parametex calculations are done.

Apcon2 executes the non-time-critical part of the
controller diapason algorithm. The bulk of the parameter
estil\\ationwork is handled by t.hisprocedure. It first
high pass filters the control input and the feed forward
meaaur-emant; before calculating the dead-zone width. In
the last step of apcon2 procedure RLS2 is called. RLS2

._
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, j

:i.s responsible for
the updating

the calculation of the Kalman gains
and of the

four
Recursive Least Squares
step method is used toparameter estimation. A

compute the Kalm~n gains.

In order to use the results of apconl a PIO controller
is required. The pr.)cedul'ePIDalg implements such a
controller digitally. It. will calculate the controller
output front'the given inputs Le. setpoint, measured
variable and PID parameters and forwa=d it to the
simulation program, The above routines will be used
extensively in chapter 5 where we test the design using
the developed furnace model,
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CHAPTER 5 ·Simulation and 'resting

This Chapter describes how the alaptive controller
inte~rated with the furnace model and withalgorithm is

simulation software to allow the execution of v?rious
tests. All the tests are then described in detail.

5.1 Integration of Adaptive Controller into the System

As explained in the mode LlLnq section we know that both
the gas and air flows determine the amount of heat
generated by the burners~ Both flows are controlled by a
controller. It was decidad to use the adaptive
controller in place of the existing PIO gas controller.

air flow controller receives its s~tpoint via a
rat.io station from the gas flow measurement. Beoauae of
the simple nature of the air flow controller aridthe
observation that it works well in practice, this
controller can be adequately approximated by the
fun.ctio::'l.

air :;K * gas wher~ K is the set ratio

This simplifies the whole system. However, it takes time
before the air flow controller receives its setpoint
signal from the gas flow controller via the ratio
station and we therefore delay the air flow response by
one sample interval.

It was decided to disable the feed forward fUnction of
the adaptive controller. After all the initial
parameters had been set up, a test run was performed.
The result was that the controller did not stabilize.
The calculated P, I and 0 values kept on oscillating and
resulted in an uncontrolled zone temperature. After
looking at this problem carefully it was found that the
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second order adaptive controller was trying to identify
and control a plant that behaves essentially like a
first order system. There are therefore too many degrees
of freedom for such a system. A decision was then made
to use a PI adaptive controller instead. The source code
was modified accordingly.

The adaptive controller parameters were chosen to give a
closee loop response with half the rise time of the open
lo?p response. The resultant PI adaptive controller
proved to be successful as is shown by the tests that
follow.

5.2 Fixed Cont.l:ollerZero versus Calculated Controller
Zero

Normally when set·ting up the adaptive controller one
would first decide on the type of response required from
the closed loop system. One suggestion is to choose the
closed loop response so that the resultant rise time is
half that of the open loop system. The closed loop poles
are then caloulated so as to give this specified
performance 0 However, a first order system has one pole
and the zero contributed by the PI controller can
therefore be
do if the

placed so as to cancel it. This is easy to
tilCleconstant of the plant is known. The

closed loop response is then dominated by the remaining
poles which can be specified at will. For our system the
open loop time constant is approximately 100 seconds.

Figure 5.1 shows the results of such a test run. In all
the following temperature graphs the top two curves are
the zone temperature and its setpoint and the bottom two
are the gas and air flows. On the PI graphs the curve
initially at the top is the I constant in seconds while
the bottom curve is the proportional band P.

I_
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It can be seen in -figure 5.2 that the first P and I
constants ca.lculations oCC"lrat the 15 minute mark when
the adaptive controller design is ac+Lvat.ed, At the
start of the test the P and I values are chosen to give
a poor response as can be seen in figure 5.1. The
adaptive controller improves the response immediately
once it is activated. It keeps on improving the response
until it reaches a rise time of 55 seconds for the last
step which is very close to the specified 50 seconds.
Th~ resultant P and I valv~ are:

P = 65% and I = 97 seconds

Figures 5.3 and
setpoint curve is
rise time of 50

5.4 show the resulting graphs. The
the same as for the previous test. A

seconds is specified. The first step

Thes~ a~e comparable with the controller settings used
on the actual plant, i.e.

P = 80% and I = 120 seconds

Another way of setting up this controller is to use the
system identification estimates to place the controller
zero, As the system is better identified the controller
design would improve. The advantage of this would be
that the user could specify the rise time that he
requires. The controller would take care of the rest and
achieve this goal if the system is capable of ar.taining
the specified rise time.

after the adaptive controller is activated shows a very
bad response. The Temperature does not reach th
required se~point throughout the step. Furthermore thf
PI graph shows a negative initial I value which is cut
off at -1000 seconds due t.o an IF statement in tl.~
controller algorithm. Three minutes later a I value of
+1000 seconds is calculated which effectively disables
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the integral action., It is thus understandable that
under these conditions the setpoi:ltcannot be reached.
The proportional band, however, is CJuitestable during
this p,....riod. At the end of the test we can see that the
controller has )"?overed completely. The final P and I
valne.sare ~

P = 63% and I = 95 seconds

'l'heabo·~·;:;two values are very similar to those obtained
to the previous test. The user specified rise time of 50
seconds is achieved, It can ther~fore be concluded that
this controller setup 'performs as expected after the
initial transient.

The reasons for the initial unsatisfac'...oryresponse were
found to be the poor AC estimates of t.he identification
algorithm. The calculated controller zero is a fu~~tion
of the user specified rise time and th~ AD estimate
which relates to the plant zero. The position v.fthe
controller zero t.herefore changes with the 1\0estimate
resulting in a varying controller specification,"

In order to impro, the initial respons~ it was decided
to give t.he system identi.fication part of the adaptive
controller good initial parameter estimat.es.However,
this had no effect on the response. It was then decided
to change the cortroller algorithm so that it would
check the calculated P and I values. Any negative value~
would be replaced by moce reasonable onca , Should there
b~ a negative integral value the algorithm would
effectively disable this function by choosing the very
large value of 1000 seconds. Similarly a negative gain
would result in a very small gain of 0.1 whicb slows
down the system tremendously.

Figures 5.!:-and 5.6 show the results of this test run.
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It can be seen that
improved. ~owever the
the first step after

the initial response has been
setpoint is still not reached in
the activation of the controller

design algorithm. A9.·:~nthe controller stabilizes and
its final P and I values are identical to the previous
ones.

However, the
controller
configu.ii,·ation.

the fixed
use this

best rAsults were obta~ned from
zero design and we therefore
for all future tests.

5.3 Simulation of a Cold Slab Entering the Furnace

Tho entry of a cold slab can be simulated by increasing
the constant kl Le. the heat capacity of the furnace
wall and slabs of equation (2) in seotion 3.3. In
figures 5.7 and 5.8 the system is subjected to a 27%
step increase in kl at the 30 minute mark.

The result is a slight dip in the furnace temperature.
The gas and air flow rates increase immediately. When
comparing figure 5.8 to 5.2 we see how the P and I
estimates are affected by this step. The proportional
band experiences a dip at the 36 minute mark. It
eventually settles at 64% which is \7eryclose to the 65%
of the first test. The integral time displays a very
similar curve when compared to the one in figure 5.2 but
eventually settles at a lower value of 89 seconds.

The overall response of this test is good since the
system IlStabilizes and again achieves a rise time of 55
seconds. This test therefore suggests that this
controller would handle a large change in the heat
capaoity of the furnace walls and slabs.
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5.4 Simulation of a Change in the Exhaust Gas
Temperatur~

One of the assumptions made in modelling the furnace was
that the exhaust gas temperature is a constant 900·C. In
this test we first step this temperature down to 500·C
at the 21 minute mark and then up again to 1100·C at 38
minutes. These steps are much larger than one would
expect in the real system. The controller is therefore
t~sted under severe conditions.

Figures 5.9 and 5.10 display the results. He notice a
temperature rise at 21 minutes due to the lower exhaust
,gas tempel'ature which results in a smaller heat loss.
The gas and air flows react by cutting both flows. At
that instant the P and I curves do not display
characteristics similar to those of figure 5.2. The
adaptive controller recovers quickly as can be seen by
the step starting at 34 minutes. However, halfway
through this step the syst~m experiences an even larger
step to 1100·C in the exhaust gas temperature. A
relatively large decline in the zone temperature can be
seen due to the larger heat loss. This time a rise in
the integral time and drop in the proport.ional band can
be seen in figure 5.10. Again the controller recovers as
can be seen by the last step. The final values for P and
I are:

P • 47% and I = 105 seconds

The controller therefore chose a larger gain with le2s
integral action. From these results we can conclude that
the controller can handle large changes in exhaust gas
temperature
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5.5 Simulation of a Change in the Combustion Air.
Temperature

Another modelling assumption that was made was that the
combustion air temperature is a constant 400·C. At 21
minutes the air temperature is stepped down to 200·C and
then at 38 minutes stepped up a~ain to 600·C. Again
these steps are considerably larger than one would
expect from the real plant. The result is expected to be
very simlr-iarto the test that was performed in section
5.4. However, since the heated combustion air brings
energy into the system unlike the exhaust gases which
take energy out~ we first expect a zone temperature
drop. The magnitude of the re.sult.antdisturbance in zone,,,
temperature and PI values is expected to be smaller,
because the air flow is much less than the exhaust gas
flow.

Figures 5.11 and 5.12 confirm our expectations. The
controller stabilizes at the iollowing values for P and
I:

P = 60% and I = 100 seconds

These values are again fairly close to the ones in the
first test of section 5.2 which suggests that the
combustion air does not inf4uence the furnace
characteristics as much as the exhaust gas. This was

texpected. Again the controller performs well under these
conditions.

5.6 Simulation of a Change in the Burner Characteristics

The characteristics of the burner would be most affected
by a change in the oaIc..rific vaIue of the coke oven gas.
We therefore step the calorific value from 4395
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Rcal/rn3 to 5000 Keal/rn3 at; the 21 minute mark. At 38
minutes we step it down to 4000 Rcal/m3. The resulting
response is shown by figures 5.13 and 5.14.

These figures display a very similar response to the one
in figures 5.9 and 5.10. By increasing th~ calorific
value of the coke oven gas we incre. _ the energy output
per cubic meter which results in the small zone
temperature rise while the lower calorific value results
in a larger zone temperature drop. After the controller
has stabilized the P and I values are as follow~

P = 50% and I = 103 seconds

These values are ve;ry similar to the ones in the exhaust
gas temperature tests. We can once again conclude that
the controller performs well in this test.

o
5.7 The Addition of Random Noise to the Zone Temperature

The final test for the adaptiva controller is the
addition of a random noise signal to the zone
temperature. The amplitude of the noise signal is chosen
to be ±5% of the input step amplitude.

Figures
reliably

5.15 and 5.16 show that the controller performs
under these conditions. When compared to the

P = 66% and I = 96 seconds

a __

initial test in
disturb~nce added

section 5.2 \oich has no noise or
to the system we find that the PI

similar. This confirms that thegraphs are very
controller design is not affected by the noise and
su99p.sts that the signal filtering used in the adaptive
controller algorithm is effective. The final P and I
variables are:
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Fig. 5.15 1'on. 'l'Cltm!?Citra:tureGraph with Noise added to
tht Zong Temperature Signal
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5.8 Evalumtion.of Adaptive Controller Performance

In the first part of this chapter an interesting idea is
investigated. The position of the controller zero is
made dependent on the identification parameters and
therefore allows the user to specify a rise time. It was
found that the controller attains this rise time once: i.t.
has stabili~ed. This is only true for the case where the
system· characteristics allo~ it. However, the controller
requires some time before it stabilizes during which the
zone temperature is not kept at setpoint. It was
therefore decided to use the fixed zero approach. Future
research would probably improve the atability of the
calculated controller zero algorithm~

Various physical changes in the furnace's
characteristics were simulated and the eff~ct.son the
controller were investigated~ The controller performed
reliable under these conditions. The addition of noise
to the ~easured variable i.e. the zone temperature had
no negative effect on the controller' s ahili'l'~yto
control the zone temperature. These results are
enCOUraging and one could try this a~aptive controller
design with a fair amount of confidence on the real
system~
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CHAPTER 6 Conclusions

In the first part of this dissertation we examine the
control system of a reheating furnace situated at tue
Iscor Vanderbijlpark steel works. It is shown that the
Bottom Heating Zone is the most difficult to control and
this projec~ therefore examines a solution to these
difficulties.

In order to
necessary to
Heating Zone.

test potential controller designs it was
develop a mathematical model of the Bottom
simulation techniques can then be used to

evaluate closed loop performance.

The first step in modelling was to obtain furnace input
output data. This was achieved with the use of a
portable IBM XT compatible computer and a sixteen
channel AID converter plug-in card. The necessary
logging and graphics routines were developed using Turbo
Pascs!. Once the furnace was understood and its
instrumentation equipment calibrated the necessary data
was logged using a sampling period of five seconds.

o

The goal of the

V~rious tests were performed to determine what effect
the other zones have on tne Bottom Heating Zone. These
effects Were found to be negligible. An open loop test
was performed which was used extensively in the
modelling phase. It was founc:ithat the Bottom Heating
Zone displayed a rise time of 92 seconds.

ID(')dellingprocczss was to develop a model
would have a physical meaning related
The model was thus developed using an

as its base. Three chemical reactions
as the main entillr'gyproducers.

whose parameters
to the furnace.
energy balance
were ident.ified

This mod,el Was then evaluated against the real plant

.' . ,'. . '_ :' ..' " . .' " . . . , "
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data.
both

An
the

important assumption
gas and the air

that was made was that

simultaneously
however, not

during the
pbysically

open loop
possible. The

test. This was,
air flow curve

displayed more ramp-like characteristics. The model
therefore had to be "fine tuned" by using different
values for C the total heat capacity of the furnace. In
the end an acceptable mod~l was developed that displayed
very similar cbaracterist1cs to the real furnace.

An adaptiv~ controller developed by MacLeod and Bergesen
1s chosen. Tr,,2!reasons for this choice are that it is a
robust design developed for digital applications. It
aLl ow-; i:)"lt san,l;-'lingif necessary and employs a relative
dead
the

zone to e~.:mre that ~)oparameter updating occurs if
input ~ignal excitation is insufficient. The chosen

algorithm UU(~I!J a robust controller design and provides
for the nul11ng of ieterministic disturbances as well as
deterministic setpoint tracking.

o

The above algorithm was simplified to an adaptive P!
controller because the original adaptive PIO controller
performed unsatisfactorily. The reasons for the poor
performance were that the second order PIn adaptive
controller was trying to identify our plant model which
is essentially first order. This resulted in too many
degrees of freedom.

The PI adaptive controller
the model. The

was then tested, thoroughly
first test used a fixedagainst

controller
good. Both

zero
the

design and the results were found to be
P and the I values calculated by the

adaptive
plant.

controller were
This furthermore

similar to those used on the
suggested that our Bottr '.

Beating Zone model was a good one.

An interesting idea that was investigated was to employ
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a controller design algorithm that would recalculate the
con1!'iioller zero position based on the system
idihtification parameters. This would allow the user to
specify the closed loop rise time. The resul t.g proved
that this algorithm worked well once the controller had
stabilized. However, it displays poor control during the
initial stages of the test. The fixed controller zero
design was therefote chosen for the other tests. Future
research into this field could be very interesting and
might resolve this problem.

During the simulated severe furnace characteristic
changes the adaptive PI controller performed very well.
It handled all situations without becoming unstable. The
noise test furthermore proved that the adaptiv~
controller algorithm is robust to measurement noise.

We can therefore conclude that this controller could be
UA$d on the real plant with a fair amount of confidence.
We should, however, remember that the con·troller was
only tested via simulation against a simplified model.
The real plant could display characteristics not
displayed by the model.

This project covered a wide range of topics anClwas of
great. educational value to the author. At the same time
it was thoroughly e~joyed.
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APPENDIX C

Listing of LOG. PAS, page 1 at 11;5~~m 03/09/90

PROGRAM LOG (inpu't,output) ;
!##########################l

nSES
crt,
dos;

CaNST
max = 1500;

TYPE
datarecord = RECORD

,sampO,
sampl,
samp2,
lIIamp3,
lIIamp4,
samp5,
samp6,
samp?,
sampS,
samp9,
san;lpl0,
flam]?11,
sarnpl:l,
samp13,
samp14,
samp15 ; integer;

END;
samplearray = array[1 ••max,O ••151 of integer}

VAR
tfile
st
sample
samples,
hour_no :

text;
string 1
samplearray;
integer;

{************************************************~***************** Showtime *l
FUNCTION time : string;
{***********l
VAR

h,
m,
s,d string [21 ;
hour,
minute,
second,digits word;

BEGINgettime(hour,minute,second,digits);
str (hour, h) ;

LOG. PAS pagEl;1



Listing of LOG. PAS , p&ge 2 at 11:55arn 03/09/S0

VAn
no
datrec
xydat

inte,~el";
datarecord;
file OF datarecord;

etr <minute ,m);
str(second,~);.
str(digits,d) ;
time r = h + f H'

END;
+ 10

... ,. + s + , I• + d + I f •,

{*****************************~************************************ filedata h:
PROCEDURE filedata (filename: string);
(**********-*****}

BEGIN
filename :~ filename + '.DAT';
assign(xydat,filename);
rewrite(y.ydat) t
.FOR no :== 1 TO samples 00

BEGIN
WITH datrec 00

BEGIN
sampO ;==
sam)?l ::::
samp2 :=
samp3 :==
samp4 :=
samp5 :=
samp6 :""
samp7 :==
samp8
samp9 ~:::
sampl0 :=
sampll :=
samp12 ;=
samp13 :==
samp14 :::.
samp15 :-

END;
write(xydat,datrec)~

END;
close(xydat);

END;

sampleLno~O];
sample{nor11;
sample[no,2],
sampletno,31;
sample[no,~l;
sample[no,5];
eample[no,61;
sample[no,7];
sample[no,81,
sample[no,9];
sample[no,101;
sample[no,111;
sample[no,121;
sample{no,131;
sample (..0,14] ;
sample[no,15];

{*****~*********************;~***~****************************~ samplesystem *
Proce~l~e Samplesystem (hour no,
{********************l samples t integer);
VAR

channel,
i,j,d I integerJ
s : string;

LOG. PAS page 2
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Listing of LOG.PAS, page 3 at 11:55am 03/09/90

stop
ch

boolea.n;
char;

{-------~-------~-----~--------------~-------------------------------- irit -

PROCEDURE init (VAR sample: samplearray);
{---_ ..._------}
CaNST

value = 2500;
VAR

no,nno : integer;
l3EGIN

FOR no := 1 TO max 00
FOR nne := 0 TO 15 UO

sample[no,nno] := value;
END;

{************k****~******************************************** samp!esyslem ~
BEGIN

stop := false;
i ::.:1;
WHILE (i <= hour no) AND NOT stop 00

BEGIN -
j := 1;
init (sample) J
walLE (j <= samp~ea) AND NOT keypressed DO

BEGIN
FOR channel := 0 TO 15 DO

BEGIN
port[$7021 p¢ ~channel SHL 4) + 02; {channel ae Leot; and softwaJce

{clock hit clear
port[$7021 := (channel SBL 4) + 03; {channel select and software

{clock hit set
rOR d : = I) TO 4 00

BEGIN
END;

sample[j tchannel 1 :=
sample[j,channell :=

END;
FOR d := 1 TO 5 DO

delay(1000),
gotoxy(l,lO);
write('Current Time is
inc(j);

ENOl
IF (j <> (~ample.

: 'ttl-me);

{loop until end of conversic
«port[$7011 AND $OF) * 256) + port[$7C01;
round«sample(j,channell 1 4095) * 10000);o

+ 1» THEN BEGIN
.top
ch

:- true;
::t readkeYIEND;

atd i,.);
filedata( 'DATF!L' + IS);

LOG.PAS page 3
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Listing of LOG.PAS, page 4 at 11~55am 03/09/90

l#**#########*#############*i#i##i#####f####################### main program #1

BEGINport($10?] := $92;
cJ.rscr;
gotoxy<10,12) ;
wr: ~{'Enter Number of Hours
reo 1n (hour 11('\);
got-oxy (10 , 14); .
write( 'Ente\" Number of Samples p\~rHour
readln (samp~'.es);
clrscr;
gotoxy (1 , e) ;write( 'started Logging at I ,t.ime);
gotoxy (1,10) ;
assign(tfile,'TIME.OAT');
rewrite(tfile);
w~iteln(tfil$~time);
close(t:.file) ;
~amplasystern(hour_no,samples);
append{tfile);
wliteln(t£ila,time);
clos.iedtfila);

END.

inc (i) ;
END~

END;

{initialize PPI:

I ) ;

. ) ;
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APPENDIX D

Listing of GRAPHICS.PAS, page 1 at 12:06pm 03/09/90

PROGRAM Graphics (input,output);
\##############################}
{$N-}
{$M 65500,O,15000}
USES

crt,
dos,
9raph,
printer;

CONST
arraymax = 12~O;

TYPE
grapharrays
dataarrays
channelarrays

o

VAR
regs
all,
draft,
overlap.
a ....oaca Le,
printeron
cch,ch
at,
header,
hour numbe r
po a ,
maxX,
maxY.,
minX,.
tninY.,
Xsize,
Ysize,
first,
last,
minXlimit,
maxXlimit,
min'xlimit,
maxY.limit,
maxsample,
maxhour ,
channelpos
values
dataarray
channelarray

:= array[O ••arraymax] OF in.teger;
:= array[O ••151 OF grapharrays;
:= array[O ••161 OF byte;

: regist.er.a;

boolean;
char;

string;

integer;
grapharrays;
dataarrays;
channeiarraysl

PROCEDURE ifdtial (VAR first,last,minXlimit,
{###############} maxXlimit,minY.limit,maxY.limit

VAR printer':m,autoscale,all

1

" 25>< 10J

integer;
boolean;

GRAPEICS.PAS page 1

.'
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Listing of GRAPHICS.PAS, page 2 at 12:08pm 03/09/90

VAR channelarray : channelarrays);
VAR

no : integer;
BEGIN

printeron := false;
draft := true;
overlap := false;
first := 1;
last := 1;
minXlimit := 0;
maxlOimit r= 60;
minYlimit := 0;
maxYlimit := 5000;
autoscale := false;
all ;= false;
FOR no := 0 TO 15 DO

channelalray[no] := no;
channelarray[161 := 255;

END;

{################################################################ enterspecs #)
PROCEDURE enterspecs (VAR maxhour,maxSample : integer);
{##################}
BEGIN

clrscr;
gotoXY(5,10);
write('Enter the Number of Hours Data was Logged
t"eadln(maxhour);
gotoXY(5,12);
write( 'En'cer Number of samp lee per Hour
readln(maxSample);

END;

, ) ;

, ) ;

!#############*#################i#######################~~############# hours #

o

PROCEDURE hour-s (V~R first, last ; integer;
{#############} VAR stop : boolean);
BEGIN

clrscl;
gotoXY(5,10);
write('Enter First Hour to be Displayed
re.adln(fit"st);
gotoXY (5,12);
write('Enter Last Hour to be Displayed
readln<last) ;
IF (first> last) THEN stop :- false;

END;

I ) ;

, ) ;

{####i###t######Ji###########.############t##################### SelectRange #

GRAPHICS.PAS page 2
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Listing of GRAPHICS.PAS, page 3 at 12:08pm 03/09/90
PROCEDURE SelectRange (VAR minYlimit,maxYlimit : integer;
{####################} VAR stop : boolean);
BEGIN

gotoXY (5,14) ;
write('Ent~r Minimum Y Value I);
readln(minYlimit);
gotoXY(5,16);
write('Enter Maxirnun Y Value : ');
readln(maxYlimit);
IF (minYlimit > maxYlimit) THEN stop := false;

ENO;

{################################################################ cursor_on #1
PROCEDURE cursor on (turnon : boolean);
{###############i#}
{Switches the cursor on and off.}
VAR

regs :registers;
BEGIN

IF turnon THEN
IF mem[0:$4491 = 7 THEN regs.eX := $OeOD

ELSE regs.eX := $0607
ELSE regs.eX := $2000;
regs.AX := $0100;
intr($10,Dos.Registers(regs»;

END;

{###################################################################### menu #}
PROCEDURE menu (VAR ch : char);
{############}

o

BEGIN
clrecr;
cursor on(false);
gotoXyT17,3);
write('(1> Display All Hours Maximum Range');
gotoXY (17,5);
write (,< 2> Display All Hours Autoscaled');
gotoXY(17,7);
write{'(3) Display All Hours at Given Range');
gotoXY (17 r 9);
write('(4> Display Selected Hours Maximum Range');
gotoXY (17 ,U. ) ;
write('(5) Display Selected Hours Autoscaled');
gotoXY(17,13);
write('(6> Display Selected Hours at Given Range');
gotoXY (17,17);
write('(c>hannel Selection');
gotoXY(17,19);

,

GRAPHIeS.PAS Pdge 3
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Listing of GRAPHICS.PAS, page 4 at; 12:08pm 03/09/90

write('<O>ver1apping Or
gotoXY (17 ,21 );
write('<A>ctivate Or
gotoXY (17,25) ;
write('<X> Exit Program');
ch := readkeYi
cursor_on<true);

END;

<S>eparate Graphs');
<D>eactivate Printing option? I);

1####.###•••""##"#'.'#"###"#"###."##"###'#'.'#.,." chann '.electiort II
PROCEDURE channe1sele~tion (VAR channelarray : channe1arrays);
{###'##""""####"###'r
VAR

no,
pos,
number,
code
answer
stop

integer;
string;
boolean;

BEGIN
FOR no := 0 TO 16 DO

channelarray{no] := 255;
pos := 0;
REPEAT

01r8c1";
gotoXY(7,10);
write{'Enter <A> for all Channels OR the Channel Number: ');
readln(answer),
IF (answer = 'A') OR (answer = 'ail

THEN FOR no ;= 0 TO 15 DO
channelarray[no] ;= no

ELSE IF (answer <> 'f) THEN BEUIN
val(answer,numbe1",code);
channelar1"ay{pos] := number;

END;
inc(pos);

UNTIL (answer = 'At) OR (answer = 'a') OR (answer = t') OR (pos > 15>;
clrscr;
gotoXY(27,2);
write('Channels Selected');
gotoXY(21,3);
write('*****************');
no ;== 0;
WHILE channelarray[no] <> 255 no

BEGIN
gotoxy(27,5 + no);
write('Channel t ~tchannelarray[no]);
inc( no) ,

END;
cursor on(fa~se);
answer-t- re~dkey;
cursor_on<true);

END; .

GRAPHICS.PAS page 4
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{##########################################~####################### setprint #J
PROCEDURE setprint (VAR printeron,draft ; boolean);
!##########t#####l
VAR

answer
atop

char;
boolean;

BEGIN
printeron := true;
REPEAT

stop := true;
clrscr;
gotoXY(7,10);
write('(D>raft or <H>igh Resolution? ');
answer := readkey;
CA~~ upcase(answer) OF

'D' : draft := true;
tH' : draft := false;
~LSE stop := false;

END;
UNTIL stop;
stop := false;

END;

{################################################################# userspecs #
PROCEDURE userspecs (VAR autoscale,all,printeron,draft,overlap
{#################l VAR first,last,minYlimit,maxYlimit

VAR ch
boolean;
integer~
char );

VAR
answer
stop

char~
boolean;

o

BEGIN
REPEAT

first := 1;
atop ~-,:false;
menut ch) ;
CASE upcase(ch) OF

'1' : BEGIN
min¥limit ;=<
maxYIJ.mit :=
stop ;= true;
autoscale := false;
all := true,

END;
BEGl~

stop
autoscale
all

ENOl

0;
5000;

GRAPH~CS.PAS page 5
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BEGIN
stop := true;
all := true;
autoscale := false;
clrscr;
SelectRange(minYlimit,maxYlimit,stop);

END;
BEGIN

minYlimit := 0;
maxYlimit := 5000;
stop := true;
all := false;
autoscale := false;
houra(first,last#stQP);

END;
BEGIN

stop := true;
all :=:~;
autoscale := t~ i

hours(first,last,stop);
END;
BEGIN

stop := true;
all := false;
autoscale := false;
hours(first,last,stop);
IF stop THEN Sel~ctRange(minYJimit,maxYlimit,stop);

END;
'Co channelselection,' nelarray);
lA' setprint(printer~_. raft);'D' printeron:= false;
'0' over Lap u> true;:
'Sf overlap:= false;
'X' stop:= true;
ELSE stop ;= false;

END;
UNTIL stop;

END;

L .._
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{################################################################ readvalues #
PROCEDURE readvalues (VAR dataarray
{##################} maxaemp le

stno
dataarrays;
integer;
string );

TYPE
datarecords = RECORD

channelO,
channell,
ohanne12,
channe13,
channe14,
chl:m",~15,

;~

r~

t,•.'..... '
t~, '.'

.:l.'..•'j

1 .
.. .)L~!;).X IElj

channel'l,
channelS,

GRAPHICS.PAS page 6
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Listing of GRAPHICS.PAS, page 7 at 12:08pm 03/09/90

channel9,
channellC,
channell1,
channel12,
channel13,
channel14,
channel15 integer;

END;
VAR

name
no,nno
datafile
datarecord

string;
integer;
F~~E OF datare~ords;
dCltare,cords;

I

.I
I

BEGIN
FOR no ;= 0 TO 15 DO

FOR nno r= 0 TO arraymax DO
dataarray[ no, nno l := 0;

IF (st == '100')
THEN BEGIN

c!rscr;
gotoxy(lO,12);
write('Enter the Name of the Datafile I);
readln(name);
assign(datafile, name + '.dat');

END
ELSE assignCdatafile,'datfil' + stno + '.dat');,f'eset(f.iatafile);

FOR no := 0 TO (maxSample - 1) DO
BEGIN

read(datafile,datarecord);
WITH data record 00

BEGIN
dataarray[O,no] ~= channelO;
dataarray[l,no] := channell;
dataarray{2,no] := channe12;
dataarray[3,no] :== chanr.-e13;
dataarray[4,nol := channe14;
dataarray[5,no] := channel5;
dataarray[6,rtol := channe16;
dataarray[7,no] := channel7;
dataarray£8,nol ;= channelS;
dataarray[9tno) := channel9;
dataarray[lO,no] := channellO;
dataarray[11,no) := channelll;
dataarray(12,nol := channel12;
dataarray£13,no] := channel13;
dat.aarray£14,no] ::at cha}'\.'1.el14;
dataarray[15,no] := cha,~el15;

END;
END;

close(datafile);
END;

u

(##**.####.##1####'#######################.1############*#~ ••#i###'. getname •
GRAPHICS.PAS page 7
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Listing of GRAPHICS.PAS, page 8 at 12:08pm 03/09/90

PROCEDURE getname <channel integer;
{*##############} VAR header! string);
BEGIN

CASE channel OF
o header:= 'Soak Zone West Setpoint'~
1 header:= 'Soak Zone West Temperature';
2 header:= 'Soak Zone East Setpoint';
3 header:= 'Soak ~one East Temperature';
4 header:= 'Top Heating Zone Setpoint';
5 header:= 'Top Heating Zon~ Temperature';
6 header:= 'Bottom Heating Zone Setpoint';
7 header:= 'Bottom Heating Zone Temerature';
8 header:= 'Top Preheating Zone Setpoint'i
9 header:= 'Top Preheating Zone temperature';
10 header:::::'Bottom Preheating Zone Setpoint';
11 header:= 'Bottom p~eheating Zone Temperature',
12 header:= !Furnace Pressure';
13 header;= 'Main Line Mixed Gas Pressure';
14 header:= 'Bottom Heating Zone Air Flow';
15 header:= 'Bottom Heating Zone Gas Flow';
ELSE BEGIN

clrscr;
writeln('ERROR in getname Procedurel');
halt;

END;~; UEND;

PROCEDURE findmax
{###############}

(values
VAR max,min
maxSample
overlap,
last

grapharrays;
integer;
integer;

{###########################################################~####### findmax #s

(,) BEGIN
IF NOT overlap THEN BEGIN

max := 0;
min := values[O];

END;
FOR no ::::0 TO (maxaamp Le - U DO

BEGIN
IF (va!ues(no) > max)

THEN max :c values[no)
ELSE IF (va!ues[no) < min) THEN ~in := values[no];

END;
IF last AND «max - min) < 1000)

THEN 'BEGIN
factor := round«1000 - (max - min» 1 2);

GRAPHICS.PAS page 8
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min
max

END;
:= min - factor;
:= max + factor;

END;

PROCEDURE GraphInit(VAR maxX,maxY,roinX,minY,Xsize,Ysize : integer);
{#################}
VAR

GraphDriver,
GraphMode integer;

BEGIN
GraphDriver := detect;
DetectGraph(GraphDriver,GraphMode);
CASE Graphdriver OF

1,2 BEG!N
Xsize := 600 {3201;
Ysize := 200 {200};

END;
3,4,5 BEGIN

Xsize := 640;
Ysize := 350~

END;
7 :BEGIN

Xsize :::..;720;
Ysize := 348;

END;
ELSE BEGIN

clrscr;
writeln('Cannot determine what Graphics Card is used!');
ha Lt.)

END;
END;
maxX := round(0.95 * Xsize);
maxy :~ round(0.10 * Ysize);
minX := round(0.10 * Xsize);
minY := round(O.90 * Ysize);
InitGraph(GraphDriver,GraphMode,'t);
SetViewPort(O,O,GetMaxX,GetMaXY,true);

END;
o.

PROCEDURE graphics
{################}

(minXval.maxXval,minYval,maxYval,
maxSample,maxX,maxY,minX,minY,Xsize,Ysize
values
st,hournumber

integer:
grapharrays;
string) ;

{################################################################## r,raphics #

!***************************************************************~***** axis *
PROCEDURE axis (minX,miny,maxX,maxy,maxXval,maxYv~l,minXval,minYval : integer

GRAPHICS. PAS page 9
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Listing of GRAPHICS.PAS, page 10 at 12:089m 03/09/90
{************} Xunit,Yunit: string ) ;

VAn
no
number
interval,
Xdivision,
Ydivision

integer;
string;

: real;

•

BEGIN
line(minX,maxY,minX,minY):
line(minX,minY,maxX,minY);
Xdivision := (maxX - minX) / 10;
FOR no := ~ to'10 DO

line(rC'.llld(Xdivision*no)+minX,minY-3,round(Xdivision*n0)+minX,minY+3);
Ydivision ;= (minY - maxY) / 10;
FOR no := 1 to 10 DO

line(minX-3,minY-round(Ydivision*no),minX+3,miuY-round(Ydivision * no»;
SetTextJust:fy(l,2);
interval ;= (maxXval - minXval) / 10;
FOR no := 0 TO 10 DO

BEGIN
str(round<minXval + no * interval),number);
MoveTo (round (minX + no 'It Xdivis ion) ,min Y + 6);
OutText(number);

END;
MoveTo(maxX,minY + 20);
OutText(Yunit);
SetTextJustify(O,l);
interval := (maxYval - minYval) / 10;
FOR no := 0 TO 10 DO

BEGIN
str(round(minYval + no * interval),number);
MoveTo(minX - 40,round(minY - no 'It Ydivision»;
OutText(number);

END;
SetTextJustify(1,2);
MoveTo(minX - 25,maxY - 20);
OutText(Xunit);

END;

BEGIN
SetTextJusti£Y(1,2);
SetTextStyle(O,O,l);
MoveTo(roun.d(Xsize/2),O);
OutText (lilt) ;
SetTextStyle(O,O,l);
MoveTo(Xsize - (round(TextWidth<hournumber)/2) + 1),0);
OutText<hournumber);

END;

I
I
I
I

I

l
l

I
I

I

Q
{******************************************************************* header *
PROCEDURE header <st,hournumber ~tring;
{**************} Xsize,Ysize : integer);

GRAPHICS.PAS page 10
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{*************************************************************** PlotValues ~
PROCEDURE PlotValues (values : grapharrays;
{******************} maxX,maxY,minX,minY: integer);
VAR

xstept
ystep
no

real;
intsg:r;

BEGIN
xstep := (maxX - minX) / maxSample;
ystep := (minY - maxY) / (maxYval - minYval);
MoveTo(minX,round(minY - (values[OJ - minYval) * ystep»;
FOR no := 1 TO' (maxSample - 1) DO

BEGIN .
IF (values[no] > maxYval) THEN MoveTo(round( (minX + no * }{step» ,maxY}

ELSE IF (va Iuea lno l < minYval) THEN Move'..c t round uud.nx + no *- xstep) ,mj
Y)

l!!LSELineTo(round(minX + no * xstep),round(minY - (values[no]
m

END;
END;

{#############################################I#########I####i##### graphics Ii

BEGIN
axis(minX,minY,maxX,maxy,maxXval,maxYval,minXval,minYval,'mV','minutes'};
header(st,hournumber,Xsize,Ysize);
PlotValues(values,maxX,maxY,minX,minY);

END;

• {II. #~##'####'###############.######I###############li#I##1.### printgraph II
PROCEDURE printgraph (Xsize,Ysize
{##################I draft

integer;
boolean );

VAR
x,
y.,
nl,
n2y
no,
dots,
line,
point,
valuer
column
needles

intege~;
byte;

BEGIN
x :;: 0 t
~rite(lst,chr(27),chr(51),chr(24»,
IF draft THEN BEGIN

value pl 75;
dots := Ysi:z.e;

END
ELSE BEGIN

GRAPHICS.PAS page 11
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Listing of GRAPHICS.PAS, page 12 at 12:00pm 03/09/90
value := 90;
dots := 4 * Ysize;

END;
n1 := dots MOD 256;
n2 :~ dots DIV 256;
FOR line := 1 to round(Xsize / 8) DO

BEGIN
writeClst,chr(27),chr(value:,chr(nl),chr(n2»;
FOR column := (Ysize - 1) OOWNTO 0 DO

'BEGIN
~ Y := column;

needles := 0;
FOR no := 0 TO 7 DO

BEGIN'
point := GetPixel(x + no,y);
needles := needles * 2;
IF (poLnt; < > 0) THEN needles :=- needles + 1;

ENe;
IF (needles = 26) THEN needles ;= 10;
write(lst,chr(needles»;
IF NOT draft THEN BEGIN

write(lst,chr(needles»;
write(lst,chr(needles»;
write(lst,chr(needles»;

END;
END;
x :""1ine * e;
writeln Oat) ;

END;
write(lst,chr(27),chr(5»~
writeln(lst,chr(12»;

END;
•

i##t############################################################## &~kheader #J

PROCEDURE askheader (VAR header· string);
{#############fr###}
BEGIN

olrsor;
gotoX:Y(5,10);
write( I Enter the Graph Heading •);
readln!header);

END;

{*########*#######~#########*###################*###########~## main program #
"'lEGIN

enterspecsCmaxhour,maxsarnple);
initial (first, laat,minXlimit,maxXlimit,minYlimit,maxYl iruit,printeron,

autoscale,all,chann~larray);
REPEAT

userspecs(autoscale,all,p~interon,draft,~verlaplfirst,last,minYlimit,
maxYlimi.t,ch);

IF overlap AND (upcase(ch) <> 'X:) THEN askheader(heClder~~IF all THEN last ;= maxhour;
GRAPHICS.PAS page 12
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Listing of GRAPHICS.PAS, page 13 at 12:08pm 03/09/90

IF (maxhour = 100) THEN first := 100;
cch := I ';

WHILE (upcase(ch) <> 'X') AND (upcaae(cch) <> 'X') AND (first <= last) DO
BEGIN

str(first,st) ;
hournumher := 'Hour • + st;
read7alues(c1ataarray,maxsample,st);
channelpos ;= 0;
GraphInit(maxX,maxY,minX,minY,Xsize,Ysize);
cch := • ';
IF autoscale AND overlap

THEN BEGIN
pos := 0;
tnaxYlimit := 0;
minYlimit ::::dataa.rray[channelarray[ 01 J[ 0 ~;
WHILE (channelarray[pos] <> 255) DO

BEGIN
findmax(dataarray[channelarray{posll,maxYlimit,

minYlimit,maxSc~ple,true,false);
inc(pos);

END;
ENDJ

.IHILE (upca~e(cch) <> 'X') AND (chann'larray[channelpos] <> 255) DO
BEGIN

IF NOT overlap THEN getname (channelar ray [channelpos ~,heads r );
IF autoscale AND NOT overlap

THEN findmax (dataarray l charme Lar-r-ay l channe Ipoa lI r maxYl imit,
minYlimit,maxSample,false,true);

graphics (minXlimit ,maxXl imit.,minYlimit ,m(~xYlimit.,l'tlaXSaIl'lple.maxx ,
maxY ,minX. ,ninY,Xsize, Ysize r dataarray Iohanne Laer ay lohanne Ij
header,hournumber>:

IF NOT overlap
THEN BEGIN

IF printeron THEN printgraph(Xsize,Ysize,draft)
ELSE c~h := readkey;

ClearViewport;
END;

inc(channelpos);
END;

IF overlap
THEN IF printaron THEN printgraph(Xsize,Ysize,draft)

ELSS cch ;= readkey;
inc(first);
CloseGl'aph;
RestoreCrtMode;

END;
UNTIl. (upcase(oh) '" 'X');

END.

i(
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Listing of SIM2.PAS, page 1 at 12:31pm 03/09/90

{-----------------------~-------------------------------_._----------}{ }
{ This is a skeleton time-domain simulation program along similar }
{ lines to ACSL or CSMP. However there is no translation, everything }
{ is direot.ly in PASCAL-2. }
{ Only very limited portions of this program have to be changed to }
{ simulate a particular system - usually only procedures DYNAl-1ICS, }
{ INITIALIZATION, MODEL, PLOT and ENDING.. }
{ PLOT has to be taylored to achieve the required ou·t.put. }
{ }
{ Written by ..lRCDe Almeida 20/03/1986}
{ }{-----------------------------------~------------------------~------~}
program sim(input, output);
{$N-}
I$M 65500,O,15000}
USES

crt,
dos,
graph,
prJ.nter;

I$I simvar2.pas}
> { this file is included
> { so that both may have
>
>
>
>
>> {
> {
> {
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> {
>
> {
>> TYPE
> datarecords =
>
>
>
>
>

with the simulation file and user files
access to the following 9lobal variables:

NSTP - number of DELTA intQrvals per l09ging interval (user set)
NSTATE - number of states (user set)
METHOD - to define type of numerical technique (user set)

*- 'E' - EULER
*- 'Re - RUNGE-KUTTA

T - independent variable (initial value is user set)
LOG - time span between conF>ecutive 109ging (user set)
TSTOP - how long should the simulation run for (user set.)
x - array of states <initial values are user set)
D - array of state d~~rivatives (used by user to define model)
Q - array of inputs to the system (user set)

r
}

}
}
}

}

}

}

STOP - flag to define when simulation should finish (may be user set)
}

RECORD
channelO,
channel1rchanne12,
channe13,
channe l e ,

13IM2.PAS-include file SIMVAR2.PAS page 1
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o f$I user2.pas}
>
> {------------~-----------------------------------------------}> {
> { This is the user-dependent part of the simulation program~
> { There are four procedures that are available for the user
> { to define his system, viz. INITIALIZATION, DYNAMIC, MODEL
> { PLOT ani ENDING.
> {
> { Written by ARC De Almeida 20/03/1986
> { ,
> {~~-------~---------~-~------~~~~--~---------------------~--,~}
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>, >
>
>
/
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
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Listing of SIM2.PAS-include file SIMVAR2.PAS, page 2 at l2:31pm 03/09/90

channel5,
channe16,
channe17,
channelS,
channe19,
channellO,
channell1,
channell2,
channel13,
channel14,
channel15 integer;

END;
var

NSTP, NSTATE: integer~
STOP: boolean;
METHOD: char;
T, LOG, TSTOP: real;
0, X, Q: array [1••20] of real;
{ variables used by sim.pas }
O'FT.'l': rea1;
{ variables by user in user.pas }
{ user list
burner,
exhaust,
k2,
k3,
k4,
air,
gas
fname
datafile
datarecord

real;
string;
FILE OF datarecords;
datarecords;

1 .~
.~

}

I}
l:
}
\
}
}

SIM2.PAS-include file USER2.PAS page 2
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Listing of SIM2.~AS-include file USER2.PAS, page 3 at 12:31pm 03/09/90

{------------------------------~-------------------------------------}{ }
{ In this pl:ocedure the user initialises any data that he might need }
{ at a later stage. }
{ The following paraml'atersshould be initialised to his needs. }
{ T, TSTOP, LOG, NSTATE, NSTP and METHOD. }
{ The initial v~iues for the states should also be given here. }
{ }{-- o • ---------------}

procedure INITIALIZA~ION;
begin .

{ user initialization in PASCA~ statements }
clrscr;
gotoxy (10,12) ;
fname := 'ttestl;
a~sign(datafile, fname + '.datl);
rewrite(datafile);
X[ll := 55;
T := 0;
Tstop := 3600.0;
Nstate := 1;
log := 5;
nstp ::::1;
method := IR I ;

WITH datarecord DO
BEGIN

ahannelO := 0;
channell := 0;
channe12 := 0::
channe13 ~= 0;
channe14 := 0;
channel5 := 0;
channe16 := Ot
channel7 := 0;
channelS p:: 0;
channel9 := 0;
channellO := 0;
channelll := O~
channe112 := 0;
channel13 := 0;
channel14 :: 0;
channel15 := 0;

END;
ena;

{---------------~----------------------------------------------------}{ }
{ This procedure holds the code to be executed every communication }
{ interval. It is useful for calculating values derived from state }
{ variables for printout purposes or to simulate digital control }
{ sY:3tems. }
{ It can also be used to define your input signal if.this is a step. }
{ . }{--------------------------------------------------------------------}

SIM2.PAS-include file USER2.PAS page 3
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Listing of SIM2.l?AS-include file USER2.l?AS, page 4 at 12:31pm 03/09/90 I

;~
~.

J
:~

procedure DYNAMICS; { User program in PASCAL code }

begin
IF t(T >~ 168) AND (T<=2225»

THEN BEGIN
IF (air < 1.115)

THEN air :~ air + 0.04
ELSE IF (air < 2.:02)

THEN air := air + 0.015
ELSE IF <air < 2.331)

THEN air ;= air + 0.00379
ELSE IF (air ( 2.119)

THEN air := air + 0.015
ELSE air := 2.719;

gas :.:;0.521;
END

ELSE BEGIN
IF (T > 2225)

THEN IF (air> 2.35)
THEN air := 2.35
ELSE IF (air> 1.6)

THEN air := air - 0.02~8
ELSE IF (air> 1.228)

THEN air := air - 0.00379
ELSE air := 1.228 ()ELSE air := 1.228~

gas := 0.264;
END;

end;

{------------~-------------------------------~-------~-------------~-}{ }
{ This procedure is where the dynamic model of the plant should be. I
{ The form ct the equation should be: }
{ }
{ D = f ( T, Q, X) }
{ }.
{ where D is the time-derivative-of-the-states vector }
{ X is the state vector }
{ Q is the input veotor }
{ and T is the independent variable (time). }
{ }{---------~------~-~----~---~------~-~-----~---~--.-------------------}
procedure MODEL;

beginIF <ga;;:() 0)
THEN IF (air / gas >- 4.307) TBE~ burner := 4395 * gas

ELSE burner :.,1020 *' air
ELSE burner := 0;

'0[1] := (burner - 15.7163 * X[11 - 0.361 *' (0.634 * gas + air) * 900
SIM2_PAS-~ncluda file UUER2.PAS page 4
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Listing of SIM2.~AS-include file USER2.PAS, page 5 at 12:31pm 03/09/90
+ 0.328 * gas * 35 + 0.318 * air * 400) / 1100;

end;

{----------------~---------------------------- ~---------------------}
}

to print the results }
}
}

{
{ This is the printing routine and can be used
{ either on the screen or into files.
{{--------------------------------------------------------------------}
procedure PLOT;

begin
{ User program in PASCAL code }
datarecord.channelO := trunc«X[ll + 175} * 8 + 1000);
datarecord.channell := trunc(air * 411.43 + 1000);
datarecord.channe12 := trunc(gas * 2400 + 1000);
write(datafile,datarecord);

end;
{ _ ...._--- ...._;' ,-----------------------------------------~---------------I{ }
{ This is the final procedure that is run once at end of the program }
{ } o{--------------------------------------------------------------------1
-- Illegal nested include of file SGRAPHICS.PAS --
procedure ENDING:

begin
{ User program in PASCAL code }
close(dataftle);
display;

end;

{ This procedure uses the 1st orcMr EULER method to integrate }
{ over the calculation interval (DELT). }

prooedure EULER;
var
I; integer;

begin
MODEL;
'for I : <; 1 to NSTATE do

SIM2.PAS page 5
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Listing of 81M2.PAS, page 6 at 12:31pm 03/09/90

XlI] := XlI1 + DELT 'I< 0(1);
T := T + OELT;

end;
{ This
{ over
{ Ref:
t

procedure uses the 4th order Runge-Kutta method
the calculation interval (OELT).c. Froberg, Introduction to Numerical Analysis,
Addison Wesley, 1973, p268.

to integrate }
}
}
}

procedure RKUTTA;
var
II integer;
XSTART, K1, K2, K3~ array [1••20] of real;

hegin
MODEL;
for I := 1 to NSTATE do

begin
XSTART[I] := XlI];
Kl[I] := 0[1] 'I< DELT;
X[ I 1 ::: XSTART (I] + to. [ I] / 2. 0 ;
end;

T := T + DELT I 2.0;

MODEL;
for I := 1 to NSTATE do

begin;
K2[I] := D[I] 'I< PELT;
X[ I] : = XS'rART(I 1 + K2 [ I) / 2. 0 ;
end;

MODEL;
for I := 1 to NSTATE do

begin
K3[!] := OIl] * PELT;
xrII := XSTART[I] + K3[I];
end;

If : = T J~ DELT / 2. 0 ;
MODEL;
for I := 1 to NSTATE do

begin;
X[ I] p: XSTART [ I] .. (Kl[ I] + K2 [I] '* 2.0 + K3 [ I 1 'I< 2.0 + D[ I] '*

DELT) / 6.0; ,
end;

end;
81M2.PAS page 6
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Listing of 8IM2.PAS, page 7 at 12:31p~ 03/09/90

This procedure performs the integration over one communication }
interval. It uses the RUNGE-KUTTA or the EULER routines to do }
this in 'NSTP' calculation steps. }
At a later stage other integration routines might be made }
available for selection at this point. }

procedure INTEGRATION;
label leave;
var

I: integer;'

begin
DELT := LOG / NSTP; { giving a value for DELT }
for I :=.1 to NSTP do

begin
case METHOD of

lE', 'eft
EULER; { calling the Euler method}

'Rt, 'r':
RKUTTA; { calling the Runge-Kutta method}

end;
if T >= TSTOP tben

begin
stop := true;
gote leave;

end;
end;

leave:
end;

{ Main program }

begin
c1rsor;
STOP := false;
{ Execute the initialization given by the user 1

INITIALIZATION,
{'Main integration loop, done until STOP flag is set true}

81M2.PAS page 7
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Listing of SIM2.PAS, page B at t2:31pm 03/09/90

while (not STOP) do
begin
{ Execution of user defined dynamic block (done every logging interval> }
OYNAMICS;
{ Execution of user defin~d logging procedure }

o

PLOT;
{ Actual integt:ation over one logging interval
INTEGRATION;
end,

PLOT;
ENDING;

end.
,

..

C\ SIM2.PAS page 8
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Listing of CON'rROL•PAS , page 1 at.12:471:11'\ 113/09/90
(########## ••#####.~#••'#.#••#•••###### ••• ###############.# ••###.##.# ••••••• ## I
PROCEDURE adaptive_controller(VAR gas : real); .~
{••###########.####.##### •••• }
VAR

synth : byte;

{*******************************************************~************* apconO
PROCEDURE apconO (VAn A : apcrec;
{**************} Uini,

Yini,
Zini : real );

{Performs all initJ.alization required h·:orel the first iteration of the advanc
process controller algorithm.}

{------------------------------------------------------------~---------- RLSOPROCEDURE RLSO (VAR A : apcrec);{----....-------l
{Perfornls initialization for the Recursive Least Squares parameter estimation}
VAR

EO,
E1 : real;
j integer;

BEGIN
A.BJ p: 1.0;
A.AGO := 0.01;
A.A10 := 0;
A.BOO := 0.01;
A.BIO := 0;
FOR j ~= 1 TO npar DO

BEGIN
A.theta[j] := 0.0;
A.phik1£jJ := 0.0;
A.K[j] := 0.0;
A.D[jl ~= A.ct2;

END;
A.D[l] r= 0.0;
A.D[31 := 0.0;
A.D[S] e= 0.0;
A.D[61 := 0.0;
For j := 1 TO NUvec DO

A. ttvec [ j 1 :;:: O. 0 ;
E1 := 2.0 * 0.71 * A.WE;
EO := sqrOL WE) ;
WITH A DO

BEGIN
eavec[l] :== -El;
eavecl21 := -EO;
gamll] := 0.0;
gam[ 2] : == EO1

'gaml31 := 0.0;
CONTRO¥.PAS page 1
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Listing of CONTROL.PAS, page 2 at 12:47pm 03/09/90

gam[41 .- EO;·-gam[Sl .- gamma * EO;·-gam[6) .- EO;.-
theta[lJ .- 0.0;.-
theta[21 .- -AOO / gam[ Z 1;·-theta[31 ·- 0.0;·-thetai:41 ·- BOO / gaml41;·-thetal51 := 0.0;
theta£61 : = 0.0;

END;
l,"andomize;

END;

{***************************************~***************************** apconO *
BEGIN

A.FFenb p: 0;
A.delta := 5;
A.WE := 0.05;
A.EPSBP := 0.0025;
A.GAMMA := 100;

A .Astad 1] s = l;
A.Astar[21:= 0.03;
A.Astar[31:= 2E-4;

A.alpha ·- 0.4;·-A.beta ·- 1.3;.-
A.sigma := 0.98;
A.epsO ·- 0.05;·-A.epsl .- lE-4;·-A.epo2 :::: 0.0;
A.ct2 : = 100.0;
A.reg := 1000;
A..ffac ·- 0.985;·-
A.Ybar := 0;
A.Xhpl := Yini
A.Xhp2 := Uini
A.Xhp3 ;= Zini
A •YbarP ::::O. 0 ;
A.sigi := 1.0 - A.sigma;
A.MZO :~ 0.1 * A.epeO;
RLSO (A) ;

},~ND;

/ A.epshp;
/ A.epshp;
/ A.epshp;

{initializing dead-zone variables}
r\initializ~ recursive least square aspects}

{**************r********~*********************************************
PROCEDURE apconl (VAR A apcrec;
{**************} VAn Y t l,"eal;

VAll synth : byte;
VAn K1,K2,K3 : real );

l
J

apconl ' t

{This Procedure implements the time-critical pa:d:.,:,)f the controller adaption
algorithm. The amount of computation from the time the measured variables are

CONTROL. PAS page 2
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Listing of CONTROL. PAS, page 3 at. l2:47pm 03/09/901

read to ~'betime the controller settings are 'lpdated is kept to a mir!imum.}
VAR

Ai, AO, Bl, BO, Fl, FO,
E,
BMZ,
CPO, CP1, CP2,
X,
XBOl XB10, CA, CB : real~

{Plant parameter estimates}
{Prediction Error}
{Dead zone width!
{Controller coefficients}
{CL observer pole positionl

{--------------------------------------------------------~------------- •.RLSl -PROCEDUnE RLSl (VAR A : apcrec;
{-----------~} VAn E,Al,AO,Bl,BO,Fl,FO : real );
{Use Kalman gains previously calculated by RLS2 to calculate the new parameter
estimates.}

VAR
EE
j

real;
integer

BEGIN
WITH A 00

BEGIN
EE : == E * Azone / BJ';
FOR j := 1 TO npar no

theta[jl := thetaljl + EE * K(jl;
Al := -theta[ll * gam[ll;
AO := -theta[21 * gamL21;
Bl := theta[3] * gam[31;
BO := theta[41 * gam[41;
Fl := theta[5] * gam[Sl;
FO := theta[61 * gam[6J;

END;
END;

{--------------,--------------------------------------------------------- dead·FUNCTION dead (limit, inp : real) : real;!-----------}
{This Function generates a dead-zone non-linearity. Between the dead band
limits, output is zero. outside these limit~, the output is a linear function
of the input, offset by the closer deadband liroi~.

y = x + lim
y :c 0
y :;: x - lim

if x < -lim
if [ x l <= lim
if x > lim

VAN.
outp : real;

BEGINIF (inp < -limit)
THEN outp :~ inp + limit
E~SE IF (inp > limit)

o

CQNf:ROL.PAS page 3
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END;

THEN outp := inp - limit
ELSE outp := 0.0;

:= outp;
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Listing of CONTROL.PAS, page 4 at 12:47pm 03/09/90

{**********************~********'************************************* apconl l

BEGIN
WITH A no

BEGIN
{High Pass Filter the measured variable Y}
Ybar := -epshp * Xhpl + Y;
Xhpl := Xhp.l + <2' - '>-,A * Ybar;
{Calc th.e:estimator prediction error}
E := 2hik1[1] - YbarP;
{Implement the relative dead zone}
DMZ := beta * MZOi
IF (abs(E) >= BMZ) OR (synth :::2)

THEN BEGIN
Azone := alpha / E * dead(BMZ,E);
RLS1(A,E,Al,AO,Bl,BO,Fl,FO);
Zflag := 1;
IF (synth <> 0) {Synthesise the controller poly coeffsl

THEN' BEGIN
{Astar(21 := AO + 1 / Tuser;
Astdr[31 := AD / Tuser;) o
CPO := Astar[3] / BO;
C~l :~ (Astar[21 - AO) / BO;
{Convert to PIP controller settingsi
Kl := CF1; {Gainl
IF (K1 > 100)

THEN Ie !;:: 100
ELSE II :Kl < 0) THEN Kl s = 1..i.1;

K2 := CPl I cpo; {Ti }
IF (K2 > 1000)

THEN 1<.2 := 1000
ELSE IF (K2 < 0) THEN K2 := 1000;

K3 := 0.0; {Td }
IF (FFen'.1< > 0)

THEN BEGIN
IF (KB10 >= O.5/WE)

T~!\''N: TFF2 :::::XB10 {Plant zero signi'f'}
ELSB T~F2 := FFTAU;

IF (abs(FO) > 1.0B-l0)
THEN TFFl := Fl· / FO
ELSE TFFl := U.O;

KFF := FO / DO;
END;

END
END; .

END;
END

ELSE Zflag := 0;

CONTROL. PAS page 4
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Listing of CONTROL.PAS, page 5 at 12:47p~ 03/09/90

{*****************************************k*************************** apcon2 ~
llROCEDURE apcon2 (VAR A : apcrec;
{~*************} U,Y,Z : real );
{Thia Procedure executes the non-time-critical section of the controller
addption algorithm. This includes the bulk of the parameter estimation work.}

VAR
Ubar,
Zbal; : real;

{----------------~---~-------------------------------------------------- RLS2 .PRO~£~URE RLS2 (VAR A apcrec;{------------l VAR Ua,YB,ZB : real );

{Implements a 4 step procedure to calculate the Kalman gains and update the
regress.:!.(ll'\vector for the Recursive Least Squares parameter estimation.}

TYPE
phiks = ARRAY£l ••npar] OF real;

VAR
phik
FJ,
GJ,
BJ1,
MUJ,
W,
PY,
PU,

phiksi

\.J

PZ
it
j,
LF.
LU integer;

real;

c

BEGIN
WITH A 00

BEGIN
{STEP 1}
{Update phik1 for next time using only phikl itself. not phikl
PY := YB;
PU := UBi
1'Z := ZB;
FOR j := 1 TO NA 00

BEGIN
PY .= P~ + EAvec[jl * phikl£jl:
PU := PU + EAvec[jl * phik1[NA + j);
PZ := PZ + EAvec[jl * phikl[NA + NA + jl;END;

1'1 := phik1[lJ + delta * PY;
PV := phik1[NA + 11 + delta * PUp
PZ := phik1[NA + NA + 1] + delta * 1'Z;
FOR j :'" npar DOWNTO2 DO

phikl£jl :- phikl[jl + delta * phlk1[j-11;
CONTROL. PAS page 5
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Listing of CONTROL.PAS, page 6 at 12:47pm 03/09/90

phik1[lJ
phiklf NA + 11
phik1[NA + NA + 1]
{STEP 2l
{G~t the current phik and apply the Gamma factors}
FOR i :'"1 TO npar DO

phik£jl := phik1£jl * gam[jl;
{STEP 31
{Calc YbarP for next time using phik}
YbarP :== 0.0;
FOR j := 1 TO npar DO

YbarP := YbarP + phik[j] * theta[j];
{STEP 4l
{Recursive Least Squares algorithm}
tIt uses phik to calc the estimation gain vector K}
{Bierman's Uf * D * U covariance update algorithm is used!
IF (Zflag <> 0)

THEN BEGIN
FJ := phik£11;

0[1] * FJ;
GJ;
1.0 + GJ * E'J;
0[11 1 BJ / FFAC;

: = PY;.- ;po;.-
:= PZi

G,1 .-.-
K[1} :=
BJ : =

., D[ll :=

{From here on we assume that npar is always > 11
liE' s = 0;
LV := 0;
FOR j := 2 TO npar DO

BEGIN
E'J p: PRIK[ j 1;
FOR i ~= 1 TO (j-l) DO

BEGIN
inc (LF);
FJ := FJ + phik[il * Uvec[LF];

lIF

END;
GJ := FJ * O[jl;
K£jl := GJ;
BJl := BJ;
BJ ;= BJ + GJ * FJi
D[jJ := D[j1 * BJl 1 BJ /FFAC;
IF (D[jl > reg) THEN DtJJ := reg; {Regularization necessary
MUJ := -E'J * Azone 1 BJ1;
FOR i :~1 TO (j-l) DO

BEGIN
inc(LU);
" :* Uvec[LU] + I[i] * MUJ;
K[i1 := Ili1 + Uvec[LU] * GJ;
Uvec [LTJ1 ::111 W;

END;
END;

END
ELSE FOR j 1m 1 TO npar 00

K[jl pI 0.0;

CONTROL. PAS pa~e 6
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Listing of CONTROL.PAS, page 7 at 12:47pm 03/09/90
BND;

{** '** ******* 'It '** '******** **** >, '*'** >I: ** * '***'****'*'**'*'*'*'****'* **** '* *******'*'*** apc'on2 '/(
BEGIN

WITH A DO
BEGIN

{High-pass filter the control input UJ
Ubar := -epshp * Xhp2 + U;
Xhp2 := Xhp2 + delta * Uhari
{High-pass filter the feed forward measurement Z}
Zbar := -epshp '*Xhp3 + Z;
Xhp3 := Xhp3 + delta ~ Zbar;
{Calculate the dead zone width}
MZO :~ sigma * MZO + sigi '* (epeO + eps1 * abs(Ubar) + eps2 'Ie abs(Y»;
fDo parameter estimation if the predict:~n error was large enough}
RLS2(A,Ubqr,Ybar,Zbar);

END;
END;

,
{******'*'**********'*'***************'************************************ PIDalg 1

PROCEDUdE PIDalg (VAR Yout,CEF,CDF1 ; real;
{****~*********} setp,measured,Cfac,K1,K2,K3,ddelta: real); u
fAn incremental PID algorithm with a 1st order L.P. filter on a.ll terms. A
backward difference approximation to the continuous-time equation and highly
optimized (frac) arithmetic is used.}

CONST
Umin :::0;
Umax :::.1;

VAR
uout,
CE,
COF,
res: real;

BEGIN
CE := setp - measured;
COF ::::.Cfac * (CE - CEF)~
Uout ;= Yout + K1 ~ (CDF +
CEP :* CEP + CDp;
CDP1 := CDP;
IF (Uout < Umin)

THEN yout :;;Umin
ELSE !F (Uout > Umax)

THEN Yout := Umax
ELSE Yout := uout:

{filtered (l-q**-l)*CE}
Odelta/K2*CEF + K3/Ddelta * (CDF-COF1»;

{filtered CEl ,.~

I
CONTROL.PA~ page 7
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Listing of CONTROL. PAS, page a at 12:47pm 03/09/90

!#*#*####################f#################################### main procedure
BEGIN

If (T=O)
THEN BEGIN

apconO(A,0.26,1152/2000~O)i
Tuser :m 50;
treff := 54/200;
'~out := 0.264;
CE~" ::: 0;
CDP1 := 0;
k1 p; a;
k2 ::::120;
k3 := 0;

END;
Yplant := X[1] I 200;

IF «trunc(T)+450) MOD 500 ::0)
THEN IF (treff = 104 / 200)

THEN treff := 54 / 200
ELSE treff := 104 1 200;

IF (T > 900)
THEN synth !:: 1
ELSE IF (T ::900)

THEN synth ;::;2
ELSE synth := 0;

apcon1(A/~plant,synth,Kl,K2,K3);
PIDalg(Yout,CBF,CDF1,treff,Yplant,0.3,K1,K2,K3,A.delta);
apcon2(A,Yout,Yplant,O);
gas := Yout;

END;
{#############################################################################f•

o

CON'l'ROL.1?ASpage 8
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